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InformaUy, a subset A of N, the set o natural numbers, is recursive if there is 
an algorithm for computing its character stic function, and recur~ively enumerable 
(r.e.) if there is an algorithm for enunerating its members. The existence of 
nonrccursive r.e. sets together with their requent occurrence in many branches of 
mathemati~ has enabled them to play a crucial role in undecidability results 
beginning with Grclel's incompleteness tLeorem [5] and more recently in number 
theory and group theory. Matiyasevi~ [~ 7, 18] answered Hilbert's 10th problem 
by showing unsolvability of Diophantiw: equations, specifically by proving that 
every r.e. set A is Diophantine, namely taere is a polynomial p(x, ~) with integral 
coefficients such that x ~ A iff (3~)[p(x, ~) = 0]. Boone [3] and others proved that 
every r.e. degree is the degree of the wo~d problem of a finitely presented group, 
thus generalizing the 13oone--Novikov ~esult [2, 20] that the word problem is 
unsolvable. Higman [6] showed a remarkable equivalence between r.e. sets and a 
purely algebraic property by proving tha~ a finitely generated group G is embedd- 
able in a finitely presented group iff for my finite set of gene:rators ga, g2 . . . .  , gk 
of G, the set of words on g~, g2 . . . . .  gk e :lual to the identity in G is an r.e. set. 
For sets A, B ~ N, A is recursive in ('Iuring reducible to) B, written A ~TB, if 
there is :n algorithm for computing the characteristic function for A given that 
for B, Let A~TB if A-~rB and B~-<~A. The degree of A, deg(A), is the 
equivalence class {B :B~TA}.  A degree is r.e. if it contains an r.e. set. The study 
of the degrees in general was initiated k~¢ Kleene and Post [7], and Spector [38], 
although the study of the structure of tae r.e. sets and their degrees was begun 
earlier by Post [21], who was the first ~o explain in an informal style the basic 
properties of r.e. sets and the role they played in GiSdel's theorem. 
The r.e. sets {W,},,N under inclusi.m form a distributive lattice d whose 
complemented elements are precisely t2"~e recursive sets. Post's problem was to 
find an r.e. degree other than 0 = deg(O) and 0' = deg(K), where K is the complete 
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r.e, set {n: n e W.}. The cl~,ssification f r,e. degrees amounts to the cla~ificaiion 
of unsolvable problems in mathematics, ince for example the existerce of 
infinitely many different ~'.e. degrees implies that there are infinitely many 
genuinely different unsolvable word problems for finitely presented groups, r:~thcr 
than just one, Post's program was to find a structural pro~)crty on the complement 
,g, of an r.e. set A which guarantees 0 <'r A <TK, and more generally to relate die 
g-structure of A to it,'; degree. 
For A Et¢, define the principal filter ~(A)  ={W: W~ g and A c_ W}, Much of 
the classification of r,e. sets has focused on these principal filters, since dxe 
principal ideals are all isomorphic because {l~r: We g and W___ A}~:~ * for every 
infinite A ~ ~. Let g* denote the quotient lattice of ~ modulo th~ ideal ~ of 
finite sets, A* the equivalence class ~n g* containing A~g.  arlt" .~*-- 
{A*: A e2~} for any A¢_c ~. An r.e. set A is maximal of A*  is a coatom of ~g*, 
i.e., if ~* (A)  is the 2 element Boolean a.~gebra. The iump of AGN is A'--- 
{e: ee  wA}, where {W$}~ is an enumeration of the sets r.e. in A. The jump 
operator is well defined on degrees. An r.e. set is high if A '~T0 ' ,  the highest 
possible value for deg(A'), and low if A'r~TO', the lowest Oossible ~alue. An r.e. 
degree is high (low) if it ,~ntains a high (low) set. 
A major advance in the program of relating the g-structure of an r.e. set to its 
degree was Martin's resuh [16] that the degrees of maxhnal sets are prec:'sely the 
high degrees. Later this was extended by replacing 'maximal' by various more 
general properties o~ A or ,LC*(A), such as '2~*(A) forms a Boole'.m algebra'. 
In contrast to this v aric*.y of special structure for high r.e, sets, one might expect 
uniformity of structure for low r.e. sets because the recursive sets (wlfich of course 
are all low) have very uni Mrm structure. Namely, given any two infinite, coinfinite 
recursive sets A and B t lere is a recursive permutation of N which ,ends A to B, 
and hence 
there is an ~uto: ~orphism of g sending A to B, (1.1) 
a~ d in particular, 
~(A)  = *. (1,2) 
Now suppose tha~: A and B are any two infinite, coinfinite low r.e. sets. Of 
course, we cannot prove (1,1) because A and B may be recursi-e, simple, or 
neither. Some evidence for (1.2) was given by Robinson [22] in answer to a 
conjecture of Martin [16]. Robinson showed that such an A has a maximal 
superset. In [30] w~: invented a new method to p~ove that for ~ny two maximal 
sets M~, M2, there is an automorphism of g ca~ing  M~ to M2. By substantially 
extending this machinery, we now prove (1.2) for any coinfinite low r.¢. set. 
Surprisingly, this is the first example of any nonrecursive r.e. set sati,'ffying (1.2). 
Furthermore, our proo:~ does not require the ful~ hypathesis that A is tow, but 
only the weaker hypothesis that ,~ is semi-low, namely {e: W~ n ,~# 0} ~<-r ~'. Such 
r.e. sets A have arisen independently in other branches of recursion theory and 
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computational complexity. In the latter trea they ha':e been classified [35] as 
exactly the nonspeedable r.e. sets, namel" those with a 'fasest' algorithm modulo 
some recursive function. Since ~uch sets ~, exist in every r.e. degree we see that 
(1.2) holds for some .~.e. set in every r.e. degree. 
Theorera 1.1, I[ A is a coinJinite r.e. s,,t such that {e: W~ nX-'/:0}~<T¢ ', then 
.~.(A )-~ ~. Furthermore, the induced isomtrphism • :~*(A)~ g* is effective in the 
sen~se that there i~ a rtrcursive permutation j~of N such that for all e, (cb(W, U A ))* = 
Wf(e), 
This theorem and the maximal set a~:omorphism theorem [33] demonstrate 
uni[onnity of structure of the r.e. sets iust as the splitting theorem [26] and 
density theorem [27] of Sacks demonst:~ate unformity of structure of the r.e. 
degrees, whereas most recent results on ~ c. sets and r.e. degrees emphasize their 
pathology. Theorem 1.1 applies to mcst r.e. sets commonly conshucted in 
recursion tht~ory (namely, those construc'ed by the finite injua-y priority method 
[28, Chapter 4]) because these sets are almost always low, For exzlmple, the 
original Friedberg [4]-Muchnik [19] so ution to Post's problem automatically 
produces low sets, and the easiest known solution is to construct an r.e. set which 
is nonrecursive yet low. Indeed, produci~ g a nonlox¢ incomplete r.e. set necessi- 
tates infinitary positive requirements a ad usually involves an infinite injury 
priority construction. 
Theorem 1.1 st, ows that for many diverse r.e. sets A, the principal filters ~(A)  
are isomorphic to the filter ~(~) = £ abe ve the leasl element ~ of ~. In contrast 
for the structure (D~ ~<) of Turing degre:-s it is not known whether there is any 
degree a # 0 such that P, is isomorphic to Po where Po is the 'principal filter' 
P~ ={b: be  D and ~z ~<b}. Recently, Shc ce [32] has disproved the homogeneity 
conjecture by showing that there are ma~y principal filters P, not isomorphic (or 
even elementarily equivalent) o Po. Furtl~er classification of the principal filters of 
should play an important role in resc ving one of the major open questions, 
namely the decidability or undecidability ~,f the elementary theory of ~g and finally 
its exact classification. For example, resu]~:s such as [12, 11] on embedding certain 
lattices as principal idelas of (D, ~) were used first to prove undecidability of the 
elementary theory of the degrees (D, ~<) and later by Simpson [32] to prove this 
theory recursively isomorphic to second order analysis. 
This g-structural resemblance betwee~a arbitrary low sets and recursive sets is 
analogous to the resemblance of a low r.e. degree a to 0 = deg(q)) in the structure 
of the r.e. degrees (R, ~<. O) with the r rder induced by ~<v and with deg(A)LI 
deg(B) = deg(A ~ B) where A ~ 13 = {2x x E A} k) {2x + 1: x 6 B}. Let a !b denote 
that a and b are incomparable under ~ The splitting theorem of Sacks [26] for 
the r.e. degrees asserts 
Otb >O)(3e)(3d)[b =e Ud and rid]. (1.3) 
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R.W. Robinson proved [23, Corollary 9] that in (1.3), 0 can he reph~.ced by any 
low r.e. degree a and tile conclusion strengthened to include "a ~e ;.tnd a <~d". 
Lachlan later show,m [10] that this cannot be done for every r.e. de,tree <0 ' .  
The plan of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we give a sim~,le intuitive 
proof of Robinson"s theorem that any co{nfinite low set has a maximal s,:perset. 
This proof has not yet appeared in the literature. Our purpose is ~o illustl"ate 
clearly in the easie.,;t case how the hypothesis 'A is low' (or more generally '~  is 
semi-low') is used, becaum this device appears later in a much more ~:omplicated 
setting in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Irk Section 3 we state the r.equirements 
necessary to establish Theorem 1.1, and we explain the strategy for meeting single 
requirements. Handling all the requirements simultaneously requ~es a much 
more complicated com~truction, which we present in Section 4. This construction 
depends upon cert~fin rules, which are given in Section 5 together with the lemmas 
they are designed 1o achieve. In section 6 we verify that the constntct~(m succeeds. 
This paper is intended to be self-contained so that familiarity wi'lh the auto- 
morphism paper [33] is not necesscry. One can read Sections 1-3 with no 
reference to [33] at M1. In Sections 4-6 it is necessary to give a much more 
complicated version o~ the Extension Theorem [33, Theorem 2.2]. Here we give 
complete definitions, notation, and the statements of all rules at~d lemmas. 
However, wherever a proof of a lemma is almost identical to one in [33] we 
simply refer to the proof there. Thus, to understand Sections 4-~5, the reader 
should have a copy of [33] in hand for reference, but he need not have studied it 
in advance. 
The relation of thi.,; proof with tha~ in [33] is the following. If .zk is the given 
coinfinite low r.e. set, we shall construct by stages a 1-1 map ~ from .4 onto N 
which induces an isomorphism ~(A)~ ~g. In [33] to censtruct an automorphism 
taking a maximal set M~ to a maximal set M2, the main tool was the Extension 
Theorem [33, Theorem 2.2] in which we constructed a 1-1 map ¢~ ~om M~ to Mz 
which helped induce q~. In the latter case, since Ma and Mz were r.e. ~m eler~,ent 
once enumerated in /~t and, put in dom(ti0 remained there forever. Now an 
eleraent x apparently in fi, N dora(#) at some stage may be enumerated in A at a 
later ,;tage thereby leaving dora(iV) forever and forcing ~ to be redefilzed. This 
forces the entire me.thod to be substantially extended and made much more 
complicated than in [33]. The lowness of A is used to recursiveli¢ 'guess' when 
certain elements of ,~ will later enter A. The guessing must result in few enough 
misl:akes o thai: qJ can be successfully defined. The main technical device not 
found in [33] for deeding with the case of dora $ non-r.e, is discussed ~tt he end of 
Section 5. The devce was first developed to prove Theorem 1.1. It was then 
applied in a ditterent way by M. Steb [39, 40] to generalize a result of D.A. 
Martin by proving that dense simplicity is not invariant under au~omorphisms 
of Le. 
After these p~ape~ were written, W. Maass [14] defined the notic,n of an r.e. 
generic set, and proved that every such :..et is promptly simple and scmi-low~ An 
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r.e. set is promptly sit, Fie if fi, is infinite an .I there exists a recursive function f and 
an index i, W~ = A, such that for all e 
We infinite => (3x)[x ~ W~&x ~ I~ ~,¢~,~i.~w;.,~]. 
(Most constructions of simple sets auto~ tatical!y yield promptly simple set~,) 
Maass showed [14, Theorem 17] that th:  prot,f here cotd<! be combined with 
Extension Len~ma [33, Theorem 2.2] to show that any two promptly simple 
semi-low sets are automorphic. Stob thet; showed that this could be applied to 
give an alternate proof of his theoren~, 
Unexplained notation and convem~o~s can be found in Rogers [25]. Let A =*B 
denote that the symmetric difference of A and B is finite. Hence, A =*B just if 
A*=B* .  Let A G*B denote that A O/~ =*0- A recursive array is a recursive 
sequence of r.e. sets. A simultaneous e :umeratio, of a given recursive array 
{13,},~N is a 1-1 recursive function g wita range {(m, n): m ~ U~}. Thus, at each 
stage s, g(s)= (m, n) causes one element ~a to be enumerated in one r.e. set U,. 
Fixing g, let U,., denote those elements enumerated in U,, by stage s, and 
U. \ U.~ = ~x: ~s) [x  ~ U,:., - U.~.~ }, 
those elements appearing in U, before It,,,. (The notation X \  Y should not be 
confused with X -  Y which denotes xn  ~'.) We let X% Y denote (x \Y )n  Y. 
We t,,se these notations only when we hwe in mind a particular simultaneous 
enumeration. 
A standard enumeration (of the r.e.s.~ts) is a simultaneous enumeration of 
{U.},~N, where the latter is some acceptat~e numbering of the r.e. sets. From now 
on we fix a standard enumeration of ou:: acceptable numbering {W,},~N, thus 
yielding the double array {W,.~: n, sCN} of finite approximations. It will be 
convenient later to introduce other recmsive arrays {U,},~N with simultaneous 
enumerations. With respect o such {U,., : n. s ~ N}, we define the e-state of an 
element x at stage s, 
(r(s, e, x) = {i: i ~< e and x ~ Ui.,}. 
The e-states, being finite sets, are ident:fied with their characteristic functions 
which are ordered lexicographically as u~ual (see Rogers [25, p. 235]). We say 
e-state tr is higher than e-state r if its cha: acteristic function precedes that of ~-. 
2. Low se~ and maximal supersets 
In this section we give a simple intuit iw proof of Robinson's theorem that any 
coinfmite low r.e. set A has a maximal superset M. We explain carefully the 
device upon which the proof turns since ~ e need a more complicated version of it 
later for our main theorem. 
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2.1.  MofivafiotL : 
We assume familiarity with me usu~d Yates construction [25,p, 235] of a 
maximal set M. Let M,, denote those elements enumerated in ld  by the end of 
stage s of the eonst:ruction. Briefly, M is defined using movable markers {A,},Gs 
sue" that the eth member of/~.~ is defined to be A~, the position of marker /L  at 
the end of stage s~ and sut:h that A, moves to maximize the e-state of A~ with 
respect o {W,},~. 
Now assume th~tt we are given an r.e. set A and a recursive e~umeration 
{A~},,_.-r~ ,af A. To insure that hT/_~  we must arrange that each marker A, comes 
to rest on some x c A. 
2.2 The strategy [~.~r a single marker 
For simplicity we consider only marker Ao. Now if A~ = x ~ Wo.,-  A~, then 
perhaps at some l a.ter stage t > s, x e A, so that Ac~ is forced to move, This may 
happen infinitely ,:fften causing Ao not to settle and thus /~ = ~. For Ao to select 
from those appa~'e.ntly desirable elements x ~ Wo.~-A~ those which are truly 
desirable (x e F~) we must use the lowness of A, or more precisely, the semi- 
lowness of ,4., namely, HA={e:  W~ Nfi,~a}~<v~l '. For such an /~ we have a 
0-1-vHued functi~m/~----x0' such that for all e 
W, f'lfi~ 5!: ~1¢~/~(e) = 1. (2.1) 
By the l,imit Lemma [29, Theorem 2] there is a recursive function h(e, s) such 
that for all e 
lim, h(e, s) exists and = ~(e). (2.2) 
We use h as a kind of 'oracle' for ,~ to determine whether a gi,.'en element x 
which we want for Ao is really in .A. At stage s we move Ao to .~: onlylif the oracle 
'says' x t-_-ft, (i.e., h(O(O), s)= 1 for a certain r.e. set Wom~ comainin.t"; x). Now if 
x E A t for t > s, t]ien the oracle 'lied' to us, but (2.2) and very careful definition of 
Wom~ in~ttre that the oracle lies at most finitely often. 
Now define th~ . r.e. set Yo c Wo by 
fYo,~ unless Yo.s c_ A, and (3x)[x e Wo.~+~ - i'.l~], 
Yo. =+1 = ~ Yo,~ U {x'} wheire x' = lax [ x ~ Wo., + ~ -- Ms ], 
l otherwise. 
By the recursion theorem we may assume that we have in adwmce an index 8(0) 
such that W~to)= Yo- At stage s, given a candidate x e Yon-  A~, defi1~e 
t' = (tat ~ s) [x  ~ A ,  or h(O(0), t) = 1]. (2.3) 
(Note that t' exists beeau:,e ff xe /~,  then xeWom)ne~ so /~(0(0))= 
lim~h(O(0), s )= I.) Now move Ao to x just if x¢ A., and h(O(O), t ' )= 1 in which 
case we say tha~ the oracle function h permits Ao to move at stage .~. 
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The crucial point is that 
I Yo . , -A , I~ I  (2.4) 
because ach candidate x ~ Yo.s- A, must rater A before we unumerate a new 
candidate in Y0. Now ,~uppose that Ao mo~es infinitely often. Then 
Wo(o~ n X = 0 (2.5) 
because by (2.4), Ao moves to every element of Yo = Wo(o), and each of these 
elements is later enuraerated in A. But A o moves only when permit'ed, so 
h(O(O), t) = 1 for infinitely many t. Thus/z(~ (0)) = 1 by (2.2), but (2.5) contradicts 
(2.1). 
2.3. Test markers 
Intuitively, we should picture the uniq:~e x~Yo.s -A~ (if x exists) as the 
position of a 'test' marker Fo to which A. will move if permitted. Thus if we 
specify how to move Fo we can define Yo tc be the set of its positions. (Note that 
even though Ao moves ;initely often, the tes: marker Fo may move infinitely often, 
and indeed does so if I Wo\ A l= oo but I Wo- A i = 0.) The method of Section 2.2 
gives us a recursive oracle which at stage s answers the question "Is the current 
position of Fo in A?",  and which lies at mgst finitely often. 
The above method required (specifically f3r (2.5)) that Fo, once associated with 
an e~ement x, remained associated with x aad not with any new element unless x 
was frost enumerated in A. Namely, we required that 
Zo.s ~ Zo.~+l LiA~+l, (2.6) 
where Zo,~ denotes the positions occupied Iy Fo during stage s. With several test 
markers, say Io for Ao and Ft for A~, wt can no longer gu~rantee (2.6). For 
example, suppose that Fo rests on Xo ant, F~ on x~ at stage s and that Xo is 
enumerated in A at stage s+l .  Then Fo ~,ay move to x~, forcing /'1 to move 
without its for~er position x~ being entre ~-ated in A. Thus we say that F~ is 
injured at stage s + 1 if Z~,~ Zt..,,t UA~+t, ~here Z,.~ represents he position (or 
positions) of marker I', during stage s. Fo" marker F~ at stage s we let V¢~(~.~ ~ 
consist only of those positior~s of/"1 since the last stage v <~ s at which F~ was 
i ~jured, namely 
'izq.t. v ~ t}, 
Now if Fl is injured only fin~tety often, t~en l~m,0(1, s)= 0(1) exists and Wo~l) 
suffices for F~ just as W~(o) did earlier for Fo, 
2.4. The role of the recursion theorem 
Applying the recitation tl'eorer~a poses no problem even though we define 
during the constructio:~ infinitely many r.e, sets {Wo~,.,~}~,N whose indices O(e, s) 
we must know in adwmce. 
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Given W~ let W~V'~>={x: ( , y, z}e W~}, and define a recursive function g such 
that g(j, y, z) = W) ~'~~. During the construction we define a single r.e. ,;et Wf( 0 by 
setting t~(*")-  U {Z~,: v ~< t}, the positions of marker F~ since the last stage t~ ~ s ~'~ f~)  - -  
at which F~ was injured. At stage s + 1, the oracle function h 'permits' &. to move 
to 1~ if/~.(g(j, e, s), s) = 1. At the end of the construction we have a tot:d reeursive 
function f. By the recursion theorem, f has a fixed point ~* such that W'~,)= W~,. 
l l l (e , s )  - -  (~ ,s )  __  Now set W,,(,.~):= ,, ¢0") - Wi" - W~,.,,~). 
2.5. Low sets h,ave maximal supersets 
Theorem 2..1 (R.W. Rohinson [22]). If A is a coinfinite re. set such that A is 
semi-low (i.e., H~ ={e: We N A~ O'}<~xO'), then A has a maximal su~rset M. 
ProoL Since ~i is semi-low, fix a recursive function h satistying (2.1) and (2,2) 
above. For each e E N, we have a marker A~ which will come to rest on the eth 
member of/Q, and also 2 *+l 'test' markers I'~, one for each e-.state rr. Assume the 
r.e. sets have been indexed so that W~ = A. Let A,(M,) consist of tho~;e lements 
enumerated in A (respectively, M) by the end of stage s in th,~ following 
construction. (In general, A:, will contain more elements than WI,~ since the 
oracle produces 'speed-up' of the enumeration {WI.,}~,~ of A.) Let Z~ denote 
the set of all positions of marker /~ during stage s. 
Stage O. For each e and or, appoint A, to e. 
Stage s + 1. This will consist of s + 2 substages, one for each e, 0 ~< e <~ s, and a 
final substage e=s+l .  At each substage e,O~e<~s, marker A~ witl be consi- 
dered, and ~ will be defined at substage s -~ 1. Enumerate in A all x E W~.~+~. 
Substage (for 0 ~< e ~< s). For every i, let ~,.l~ be the current position1 of marker 
A~, and let m_ ~ =-  1, 
Step ~. LetB ,  consist of those elements y > m,_l not yet enumeraled in either 
A o rM.  
Step 2. If r~,¢B,, let x = tzy[y ~ Be], and let a = ~ro, the empty e-~.tate. Go to 
step 4. 
Step 3. If m, ~ B,, choose the highest e-state cr such that for some x ~ B,~ 
m~ <: x & or(e, m,, s) < cr(e, x, s) = or. (2.7) 
If no such cr and x exist, appoint to m, any ~ appointed to it at the ,~nd of stage 
s, and go to substage + 1. Otherwise choose x minimal for tr, and go :o step ,~. 
Step 4. Appoint /~  ~.o x (Le., enumerate x in Z,~+0. Let v be file last stage 
t + 1 <~ s+ 1 a't which 1~" was injured, namely~ 
Z ~r ~-7"  ~r I I ~t ,., ~: ~,.,+ 1. . . . . .  l, (2.8) 
We can tell immediately whether ~ is injured at s + 1 because a~y y ~ Z,~.~ which 
will enter Z,.~+~ has already done so, ~ no such t exists, set v =0. Using the 
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recursion theorem as 'in Section 2.4 define t~e recursive function 0 by 
at.d choose 
t' = (t~t z-~ s)[x  ~ WI., or h(O(e,  or, s) ,  ) = 1]. 
Step 5. If x ~ Wt.,, enumerate x in A anc return to step 1. 
Step 6. If x6WL, ,  and h(O(e, ms) , t ' )= l ,  choose the unique n such that 
x = m,+,. For each i-~-" e move marker At tc m~+,. 
Substage s+ 1. Mo~:e the markers Ae, e > 4 so that they are assigned, in order, 
to the numbers greatez than the position o" A, which are not yet in A or M. 
Enumerate in M all elements not currently a.' sociated with some marker A~, e ~ N. 
This ends the construction. 
Notice that substage e above must termiaate. If not, then steps 2 and 5 are 
repeated infinitely often, beca_~se step 3 can :pply only finitely often at any stage s 
since U {W,.~ : e ~ N} is finite. But then/'~o i.-~ eventually appointed to some x E/k 
because A is infinite while A~ and Ms are fit-ite. However, step 5 cannot apply to 
any x~,~.  
Let ,n,,.,~ denote the position of marker A~ at the end of stage s. 
Lemma 1. For all e, limon,., = m, exists a~,d me ~ Yr. (Thus 1~I is in~nite and 
A~_M.) 
Proof. The constructkm guaranteed at tile end of each stage s that me., E ,~.  
Hence, it suffices to p~ove that lim~m¢.~ exist:~, r3y induction on e, fix e and choose 
So such that mi.~ = m~ ff~r all i ~< e and s >I So. Therefore, after stage So marker A: is 
never moved at any st~bstage i < e. 
Now assume for a contradiction that mark:~, .~ moves infinitely often. But if A, 
moves at stage s > So, then step 6 of substage applies via some marker/~,.  Let cr 
be the highest or' such that step 6 applies i 1finitely often to/-~' .  Choose sl > So 
such that for every e-state cr' higher than or, ;tep 6 of substage does not apply to 
F~" at any stage s ~ s~. Suppose s + 1 ~ s~ an.:l x ~ Z~.~. By the con,,truction, either 
x ~ A, or else F~ was appointed to m,.~ at :he end of stage s and so x = ,n~..~. In 
the latter case, step 6 cannot apply at s+ !., since s+l>.s~. Th~ls either F~ is 
appointed to m,.~+~ = m,.~ via step 3 or els:~ step 2 applies and m,.., ~ A,+~. We 
have thus shown that F~ cannot be inj,tred zt s+l>~st .  Titus O(e,a,s)= 
0(e, a, sl) for all s ~s l .  Let 0(e, (r)=l im~0(,  cr, s). If F~ were ever assigned to a 
member of ,-TX after st, then F~ would be ass gned to this same number necessarily 
m~#. at every subsequent stage s. Thus 
Woc,.,~ n ,¢ = O (2.9) 
because marker A, moves infinitely o[ten. 
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On the other hand, A~ moves at step 6 only if h permits. Henoe, 
(:i~)( :I t~s)[h(O(e, or, s), t) = 1]; 
this imp!ies 
(3*'t)[h(O(e, or), t) = 1], 
Hence, :a(O(e, (r)) = 1 by (2.2) but then (2.9) contradicts (2.1), 
Lemma 2. M is maximal. 
lrtoot. Assume not. For each i let m~ be the final position (ff A~. Let e be minimal 
such tl~at W, splits .~TL Choose i>e such that all rnk, k>~i, are in the same final 
(e -  D-state, and m~¢ W~. Choose the least j>i  such that rn~ ~ W,. Choose s such 
that the e-state of rnk, for all k ~ j, has settled by stage s. Now at step 3 substage i 
of stage s + 1 , /~  is appointed to m i, where (r = (r(i, m, s). But step 5 cannot apply 
since ra i ~ .~. Thus step 6 must apply so A~ moves to mj, a contradiction. 
[:;enni~on and Soare [1, Theorem 4.7] have extended this theorem by obtaining 
the same conclusion under the weaker hypothesis 'fi, is ,~emi-low,,5', namely 
{e i W, N,~ is infinite} <~,~ {e: W, is infinite}. 
3. "k"ne requirements 
3. I. Spec(fying the isomorphism 
For any set S c_ N let gs denote the lattice with members {W, N S: n 6 N}, and 
the "~asual operations of U and n. Let g* denote gs modulo ~, the ideal of finite 
sets. Now if A is r,e. it is easy to see that ~(A)----g~, via the correspondence 
w. u A.-~- W. n~.  
From now on fix a coinfinite r.e. set A such that fi~ is semi-low, ~m~ assume that 
the r.e. sets have been renumbered so that W~=A. To prove rh~,'orem 1.1 it 
suffices to construct an isomorphism 4) from ~* to ~'* We do this by defining a 
t -1 map tO from ,if, onto N which induces ~, i.e., we define qb(W, N.~) 
=*to(W~. NAt). We shall also specify reetwsive functions F and G such that 
tO(W, Ofi,)=*Wv(,o and tO-'(Wn)UA=*I~(,)UA. (3.1) 
This guarantees that the corresponding isomorphism ~/~ : ~g* -- ~g* wflll be effective 
in the s~:.;nse of Theorem 1.1; namely, there is a permutation [ of N such that 
tO(W, A.A)=* Wt(,). The purpose of ~ is to guarantee that • preserves inclusion, 
while F and G guarantee that (modulo A) ~ and tO-' take r,e. se~. to r.e. sets. 
To ~aeet (3.1), we shall enumerate two recm~:;ive arrays {br~},,~ and 
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{V.}~r~ such that for all n 
/.3. =* W. =* V~, (3.2) 
and we shall simultaneously enumerate recarsive arrays {/].}.¢~ and {~'.}..N 
such that 
¢,(U. n .~) =* 0,, (3.3) 
and 
¢- ' (V . )  t.j A =* (~ 'O A). t3.4) 
Thus we can meet (3.1) by setting W~(.~=O. ,Wo( ,o=Q. .  The r.e. sets 
U., V., I]., Q. will be defined during the con r;truction in Sections 4 and 5, but the 
map 0 will not be specified explicitly until 5,ection 6.4. For any set X we iet X, 
denote the elements enumerated in X by the end of stage s in our construction. 
in general, ~ will not be recursive or ev n recursive in q~', but to grasp the 
difficulties in meeting the requirements (3.3) ind (3.4), let us first consider a naive 
picture where $ is specified as the limit of m tps $, such that ~. is a 1-1 recurswe 
map from fi.~ onto N, and ~ attempts to =lap L~,~ to ~.~ and Q,~., to V~,~ 
(modulo A). "[he major diffic-lty in attempt :ng to construct $ is that an element 
x Edom $~ may be enumerated in A,+t there by leaving y = ~,(x) with no approp- 
riate preimage. In the next two subsections ,re show how the semi-lowness of ,g, 
can be used to resolve the ditficulty associat~ d with meeting a single requirement 
of the form (3.3) or (3.4). These examples give only a small glimpse into the 
whole construction and are somewhat misler 3ing because the major difficulties in 
the proof arise from ;attempting to simultane )usly meet all the requirements, just 
as ~n the usual infinil:e injury, constructions ~uch as the Sacks Density Theolem. 
3.2. A sing!c requirement of the form (3.3) 
To aid in understanding the later roach: aery, imagine two copies of N, the 
'left-hand side' {n: n ~ N}, where we are bt;ilding dom 4, U., V., and the 'right- 
hand side', {fi:n ~ N} where we are build:ng rng 4, 0.,  and V.. Suppose that 
x ~.-7k~ =(~¢1,~), ¢,~(x)= ~, and x e. U. .~÷I-U .... To achieve (3.3) we might then 
enumerate ~in 0.. However, x may be enmnerated in A at some later stage t> s, 
so we are forced to redefine i/,~-t(~). Since ~ e 0..t we must choose for ~-1(~) 
some x 'c  U.,, but no such x' may exist. If t ais is repeated over infinitely many x 
we may have /]. infinite (because limsur,lU..~-m~i=~) but U. -A  =*0 so 
(3.3) fails. 
Since ,~ is semi-low, we can overcome tt is difficulty by using the test markers 
as in Section 2 to give a different entmaeratk n {Ut,,} .... of A = Wt = Ut such that 
U. - U~ ='4~ U. \  U~ =*0 (3.5) 
and thus 
~-v,-- -* ,# ~ 0. --~* 0. 
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Roughly, we have test markers {F~.~}~s, and corresponding r.e. sets W~(~:..~ as in 
Section 2. Let h be a recursive function satisfying (2.1) and (2.2). When 
x ~_-" W,,,,+~ - W..~, and x e 0t.~ choose the first i such that F,~ is unassi:gned, assign 
r,.~ to x and let 
~'=(~t>s)[x~ Wt., or h(O(n, i, s), t )= 1]. 
If the first clause holds, enumerate x in U~ and in either case enum~:rate x e U.. 
The new simultaneous enumerations {U~.~},~, {U~.:,}~,~ satisfy (3.53. 
Notice that since the oracle may lie to us finitely often, it is i~ssi~ble that 
U.  - A = 0 while 0n # 0 but is still finite. This sugge.sts that we should think of 
not as a ~-1 map but rather a finite-to-one (or one-'to-finite) correspoaden, ce. This 
still suffices to meet (3.3) and (3.4) as we shall see in Section 6.4. 
21.3. A s~ngle requirement of the form (3.4) 
Suppose that x e fi,, (= if'l.,), q,~(x) = 9. and ~ ~ V,.1,, - re',.,. Theil to acbieve 
(.3.4) we might want to enumerate x ~ '~'n at stage s. However x may be 
enuraerated in A at some later stage t > s. This causes no immediate problem for 
9 since we can simply choose a fresh x '¢dom 0,, redefine 0~21',~) =x', and 
enumcratt. ~ x' in ~'~. 
Ho~,~ever, if this occurs for infinitely many 9, we may eventually enumerate 
every element x of A into Q~. This poses a problem if there is any ~ '~'~, since 
there is ao x e .~ - Q, which can be assigned to ¢,-~(~). Suppose ff,,(!,vt) = ~. and 
meanwhile several elements x~dom~,~, are enumerated in ~'~. Then w~ is 
enumerated in A,~ at stage s2>st ,  so we must choose w2¢A,,U ~,.~. and set 
ff,~('w2) = ~. Meanwhile,,more elements x of A are enumerated in Q~ !~fore w: is 
enumerated in A~,, at some stage sa>s2, and so on. If each true element x~: fi~ is 
enumerated in ~', before it becomes ~-t(~),  then lim~07~(~) fails t(, exist. If this 
happens for infinitely many :." e "v',, then (3.3) may fail be(ause ~', is infin:ite while 
We can overcome this problem with a test m~:ker / '~ associateci with ~ ~ ff'~. 
When 0,(w) = ~ and w e At - A~ for some t > s, we temporarily halt enumeration 
of '~, and repeatedly associate Ys with new elements we A, U Q,~, umil the oracle 
asserts that one of these is indeed in fi,. This search must terminate because 
1-~1 = "~ and Qn., is finite, so Y~ must eventually find a true element of ,~. 
"lhese two examples are somewhat misleading in their over siml~!ification, but 
they accurately reflec~ how the author first approached the problem. Ir~ the 
following full proof there will be not two kinds of markers, but only one kind 
which takes into account he 'full e-state' including ,both the [3, arid Q, sets for 
n ~:~ e. Case 2(a) of the constructions will be the formal analogue of this informal 
description. 
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4. The eamlraction 
4.L Preliminaries 
Wherever possible we follow the framc~ ,ork of [33] although we have made 
some further simpliifications and organ~zati real cham,es, and have also incorpo- 
rated some due to Stob [40]. We assume tl ~ at we are given a recursive function g 
which simultaneously enumerates {W.} ..... and {~,}.~N where {W.}.~N and 
{~¢'.}..r¢ are standard indexings of the ".e. sets. We shall also assume for 
convenience that Wo= ~¢o= N, W1 =A,  a id  g enumerates x e Wo(I~¢o) before 
enumerating x e W, (¢¢.) for any e >0. Furt lermore, we assume that if x e W,, e > 
1, then g emunerates x in Wo(¢¢~) at itfinitely many different stages, but g 
enumerates WL and Wt (~¢o and ~'t) with~ ,ut repetitions. We shall enumerate in
stages recursive arrays of r.e, sets {U~}.~ ~,{V~}.~N,{O.}.~N,{V.}.~N and con- 
struct a 1-1 map ~ from A to N satisfying tae requirements (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4). 
4.2. The machines and notation 
We shall, as in [33], present he proof I sing pinball machines M and/~/. The 
pinball machine M is shown in Fig. 1 and is identical except hat each symbol 
X is replaced by .@~ Two copies of N, {n}.~ and {h}.~N act as balls of M and/V/. 
A ball x (~) initially enters M (/~/) from hoe Ht (~0.  It then proceeds along the 
Fig. 1. Diagram (~" machine M. 
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surlface of the machine, that portion of the machine covered by arrow~, ttntfl it 
reaches a pocket. From a pocket, x (~.) may be placed above hole H2 or / ' /3  f'~'om 
which it can re-enter the surface of the machine. The sequence of consecative 
stai;es beginning when x (:~) enters (or re-enters) she surface of M (/¢/) and ending 
whe.n x (~) enters a pocket is called a play for x (~), "File motion of x (~) at each 
stali~e o" the play is specified by the rides of Section 5. 
As soon as an element x of M is enumerated in U~ (=A)  it is removed from M 
forq:,:ver. Let M~ (M~) denote those dements  in M at the end of stage s (at the end 
of 1:he construction) including those elements abave holes, and t i kewise /~, /~.  
We shall arrange that Mo = A and ~ = N. 
I:~ + x ~-Ms, the full e-state of x at stage s. denoted v(s, e, x), is the triple 
(e, ~:r(s, e, x), r(s, e, x)) where (r(s, e. x) and ~-(s, e, ~:) denote the e-.~tates of x at s 
measur~.d with respect o {U,},~N and {Q,},~N, respectively. We sl~all tlse e-states 
as finite sets of integers <~e. If ~ E h~r, v(s, e, ~) is (e, o-(s, e, ~), .#.(s, e, ~)) where 
or(s, e, ~) and ~(s, e, ~) are e-states measured with respect o {0,}~JN arm {V,},+N. 
If ~J,T are e-states and v=(e, cr,~') a full e-state, [cr]+=,_rn((, 1. . . . .  i} and 
fuji = (i, [o']+, IT1). Let v.~ = ( -1 ,  0, 0). Let u = (e, ~r, r) and v' = (e', ,y', -r'). We 
say v' extends v, written v~< v', if e ~<e', [~r'.~ = o, and [~r'], = r. Vle say +,~ v' if 
e = e', c~ c or', and r ~ ~"+ Let v ~ v' (v <~'~ v') den,0te v ~< v' and ~" = r '  (o- = (r'). If 
~e i.,+ a set of full e-states, let 5e[Vo]={v: yes  ° and vo~ v}. If ~:=(e, cr, r), the 
length of v, Iv I, is e. A track is a section of the surfnce of the machi~le between any 
two of the following: door, gate, pocket or joir~+ 
If X is a track of M, let 9°~(X) be the sequence {v(s, e, x): e -  < - ~ and x enters 
track X at stage s} ~rranged in order of e. Let b°(3~) be the concatenation of the 
S¢~(X'), seN.  Such a sequence of full e-states is called stream X. If v.~..~(X) 
infinitely often, x e write v~SP(X)i.o. S°(X) for X a track of ~/ is defined 
similarly. We say a stream X covers (dual covers, ~-exactly covers, exactly covers) v 
if some v' ~ '3'(X) i.o., where v ~< v' (v' ~< v v ~+ v', ~, = r'). Stream X covers stream 
Y if X covers every v such that v ~ S¢(Y) i.o. 
We now describe the role of pockets P and ();  # and O ~:xe similar. To 
cons-~ruct O satisfying (3.3) and (3.4) we wish to match e~ements x ~ M and ~ ~/V/ 
which are in the same e-state. Pocket 0 will consist of elements ~ needing mates. 
We shall attempt o choose mates for the elements of ~ from those e~ements x 
entering track D. We can choose such an x as a mz~te for 9 (and ~mt x in pocket 
P) at stage ,~ + 1 if v(s, d, x) = v(s, d, ~) where d is a certain function of s and 9. 
We allow d(s, y) to be small when few x appear in states v~< v(:;, d, ~), thereby 
making it easier to choose a mate for ~. However, to insure that each requirement 
(3.3), (3..*) is respected by ahnost every ~ we mast arrange that for each n there 
are at tit,3st finitely many 9 such that d(s, #)<tt f~r some s. The fu~ction d is 
defined using a crucial sequence +~ of full e-states d~:fined in Sectivn 5.5. As more 
elements x appear on track D. more states v arc added to .a, Mk,wing d(s, 9) to 
be large for most 9. But when a temporary mate × for 9 leave~ pocket P, say 
becau:ie x is enumerated in U, for some n < d(s, Y), then varitms ;~++ ,are later 
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excluded from ~,  thereby tending to decrease d(s, Y) and making it easier for 
either to find a new mate or be enumerr ted in /]. where it can rejoin its old 
mate x. 
In ['.33] an element x c &.l~ never left M. tiow x can be enumerated in A (= U0 
and leave M forever. This necessitates a he, ~ kind of exclusion from d~ (Condition 
3 exclusion) which causes major revisions a id  rearrangements in the old machin- 
ery. This er:tra exclusion, together with the test markers and oracle function h for 
A, guarantee that the potential mates x 1o not disappear from pocket P too 
often. 
Now suppose ~ a (~ has been enumerated in V,. To be sure that 9 sees some x 
on track D such that xe  ~, we arrange gate Gt and Rule Ra to accomplish the 
appropriate numeration i to V, of eleme;,ts x at G~ so that SO(D) will z-exactly 
cover 5~(0). More generally, suppose the:e are infinitely many members 9 of 
pocket O in state v = (e, or, r). Suppose thai: J '(C) covers v, namely v 'e  5e(C) i.o. 
for some v' ;~ v. L,~t v' = (e, ~r', r'), so that c" c_ or' and ,  ~ r'. Then it is possible to 
match those elements 9 in st-te v with tho,~e lements x in state v' by raising the 
state of x to (e, ~r', T) (specifically by enum~ rating x in certain sets V, under Rule 
R3 when x passes gate G~) and by raising f ie state of 9 to (e, ~r', r) (specifically by 
enumerating 9 in certain sets /], under Rale R4 when 9 lies in pocket 0.  
4.3. The constmc~tion 
At the beginnhlg of a stage, there is at most one ball x (2) on the surface of 
either machine M or/V/. If there is such a ball, the stage consists of moving the 
ball according to the rules of Section 5 down one track, a section of the surface 
between any two of the following: gate, deors, joins, or pockets. This may cause 
us to enumerate x in f'~ (2 in /]~). If there is no ball on the surface of the 
machine, we choose one ball above a hole and move it down the surface of the 
machine in successive state.s. If at the begir ning of a stage all balls are in pockets, 
we enumerate another element according ~:o g. This may cause us to place some 
balls above holes. 
As in Section 2 we have markers {l~}j,.-~, and the recursive function h for 
satisfying (2.1) and (2.2). When an element x enters pocket P we assign 
(according to Rule R~ of Section 5.4) a certain marker /'i to x. That marker 
remains assigned to x either forever or untA x leaves pocket P, at which time that 
assignment is cancelled. This cancellation will result in an injury tc. the marker 
(under Definition 5.4) unless roughly x is enumerated almost imm~diately ioto 
U~ (= A). As in Section 2 we have a set Zi.~ which (except for some elements in 
A) is the set of positions of marker [~ during stage s. As in Section 2 define a 
recursive function O(i, s) by 
w~,,~= U {zj.,: t~>v}, 
where v is the last state ~<s at which F i wa, injured according to Definition 5.4 in 
Section 5 below. 
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Construction. 
Sta.ge s = 0. Do nothing. 
Stage s + 1. This stage consists of three steps. 
Step 1. Adopt the first case which holds. 
Case t. Some x (2) is on the surface of M (/f/), There will be at mos~ one ~uch 
x or ~. Exactly one of the rules of Section 5 will apply to x (.~). Move ,'c (~) 
according to that rule. 
Case 2. Some x is above a hole. If some x was placed above hole H2 by an 
at~plication f Rule R~o(a) at stage s, then let x' = x. Otherwise let x' be the least x 
atove a hole of M. 
(a) H x' is above hole/-/2, see whether x' would enter ~oeket P, if it were now 
pl teed on track C and were processed according to the rules of Section 5. If not, 
go to (b) of case 2. If so, then upon entering pocket P., x' would be assigned by 
Rule R2 some marker F i which is now unassigned. E~mmerate x' i~1 Zi,~ ~ and let 
~' be the least t ~ s such that either 
x' e W~., (4.1) 
or 
h(0(l, s), t) = 1. (4.2) 
If (4.1), enumerate x' in U~, and remove x' for ever from M. Othc:rwise go to (b) 
of case 2. 
(b) Place x' on the surface of machine M at the end of ~he next track 
downward from the hole where x' lies. 
Cruse 3. Some J2 is above a hole of/~/. Choose the least such ~2 and place J2 on 
the surface o f /~/at  the end of the next track downward from th,e hole where 
lies, 
C~se 4. Each x (~) in M (/V/) at stage s is in a pocket. Enum~rrate one more 
value of the simultaneous enumeration g and adopt the correspotlding subcase 
below. 
(a) g enumerates x ~ Wo(x ~ ~o). Place a ball marked x (:i!) above Hole 
Ht (Hl'~ unless x is in U1. Enumerate xc  Uo(Vo). 
(b) g enumerates x in W1 (= A). Enumerate x in U1 and remove x f~om M 
forevel. (If x is in pocket P, this motion of x may cause other etements to be 
removed from pocket P according to Rule R~0(c).) 
(c) l~ enumerates x ~ W~ (x e Vv',) for e > 1. By the convention on the e~umera- 
tion o~; W o (r¢¢o) and subcase 4(a), x (2) must be in some pocket cf M (bY/) unless 
x E Ua.~. If x e Ux.~ go to stage s +2. Otherwise, enmnerate x (2) i ,  U, (V,) unless 
x (2) is in pocket P (lb). ff x (2) is in pocket P (i6), Rule Rio (~t~o) will :~pply to 
x (2). If x (.~) is in pocket O (0) ,  Rule R8 (1~ 8) may apply to x (~ ~ and should be 
followed. 
Ste9 2. Apply Rule R, to every element x in pocket Q in incre:t,~,ing order of x, 
~nd apply Rule R4 to eve~ element ~ in 0 in increasing order ~)f x. 
S;tep 3. Apply Rule Ru  (Rn) to every element ir~ pocket O (()). 
This completes the construction. 
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Note that because of tire enumeration of ~,' in Zi..,~  under case 2¢a), Zi.~+ ~may 
contain more elements than just positi(ms of marker I~ during stage s + 1, but any 
such additional element is enumerated in U (~ A) and thus has no effect on the 
r¢'s~ of the construction. This peculiarity of ctse 2(a) is necessary for the following 
reason. Intuitively we would like Zi..,+~ t (  consist exactly of the positions of 
marker Fi during stage s + 1 as before. For other technical reasons we can only 
assign F~ to an element x' whe,a x actually eaters pocket P. But for x' above hole 
H2 we would have to allow x' to pass intermediate tracks X, thereby adding its 
current full e-states to fie(X), before x' is enamerated in Zi..+~ and tested by (4.1) 
and (4.2) for membership n ~_. If (4 1) hold., after this testing (so x' enters U~ = A 
and is removed from M forever) we do not want such a 'false' x' to have added 
a~y v to any fie(X). 
5. The roles 
5.1. Preliminarie.s 
We now give the ~'ules 8nd some of the 1¢ minas which the tales are designed to 
insure. Whenever possible these lemmas are placed just after the rules which yield 
them in order to illuminate the action of eat h rule. Other lemmas will be deferred 
until Section 6. The rules with ntmabered ,~ubscripts correspond to those of 1"33] 
although they are ,~ometimes substantially modified. In addition, the following 
rule summar.~zes the motion of x when x i~ enumerated in Ux (= A). 
Rule RA. If x~ U~÷~-Ut . ,  (necessarily because either case 2(a) or case 4(b) 
of the construction applies to x at stage ,, + 1) then x is permanently removed 
from 3//. 
Tile rules and leramas for the dual part, matching 0 to P, are similar but not 
identical to those in [33]. They will be stated here for completeness, but proofs of 
any lemmas will be omitted whenever the,: are essentially the same as in [33]. 
Rule R~ (l~t) determines which balls enter tracks C~ and C2 (C~ and (~2) when 
they reach door Dx. We let ~ denote ace: tain sequence defined by induction on 
s and containing (exactly once) each pair (v, j) for all j~ {1, 2} and all full e-states 
v, for e < s. Let So = {(v_~, 1), (v_.l, 2)}. 
RUl~ Rx. Suppose that sequence ~,  is given. If an element x enters track C at 
stage s, then at stage s + 1 it ente~ eithe, tack C~ or C2 (with v(s+ 1, x, x)= 
v(s, x, x)) as follows. Let (v', i') be the first :~air (v, i) on the sequence ~ such that 
v<~ v(s, x, x). Remove (v', i') from its preseat position on 3~ s, place it at the end of 
the sequence, and place x on track C,.. In this case we say that (v', i') is reset at 
stage s + 1. Finally~ whether an elemt at x entered track C or not, add {v, i) at the 
end of the sequence (in any fixed eff..zctive order) for each i ~ {1, 2} and each full 
s-state v. Let 5~.~+ a denote the resulting sequence. 
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Rale Ra- Like R, but with C, Ct, C2 in place of C, (7.1, C2. 
Lenmaa 5.1. Slreams CI and (72 (~l and C2) ale each equivalent to stream C (~:) 
Ommely 5e(CO exactly covers ~e(C~) and vice ~ersa). 
F',-ooL See [33, Lemma 4.1]. 
5.2. The easy rules and the lemmas on raoaon 
Rule R2 will be precisely stated in Section 5.4. Briefly, if x enters track D at 
stage s, then at stage s + 1, it enters either pocket P or track J~)t according to 
which elements are ifi P, and ()~+~. (Very roughly, x enters pocket P just if some 
9 ~ ()~+x needs x as a mate.) ff x ~ P~+~-P~, there may be sevet:al y c P , -P ,+v  
These are handled by Rule Ra~.. Rule 1~2 is similar. 
In Sections 5.6 and 5.7, we shall give Rule R3 which governs the enumeration 
of x in Q,,,+a as x passes gage Gt, and Rule I7,4 whereby x e Q~ N Q~+~ may 
sometimes be enumerated in Q,~,+~. Rules 1~3 and i~  for 0 ,  ar,~ similar. There 
are no rules Rs or t~s, although we have preserved the numbering of rules to 
agree with that in [33]. 
R~le 1~. Element x E Q,~,+:-Q,,, only if at stage ,~ + 1, Rule F13 or R~ applies 
tox.  
Rde  RT. If x ~ U,4~+: - U,,, for n > 1, then x is in some pocket of 1~4 at the end of 
stage s. 
(Rule R7 is simply a remark which follows from step 1 ci:se 4(c) of the 
construction.) In particular, Rules R~ and R7 imply that the onh' change in full 
x-state of x allowed dur:ng a play (until x reaches a ~.ocket) is under Rz or R4. 
Rules R6 and I~7 for 3;/are similar. In addition to the above rule2, for a play, we 
need rules concerning the pockets. 
Rule R~. If x E Q,  and if x E U,~,+1- U,,~ for some n "<X, remov: x from pocket 
C) at stage s + 1~ and place x above hole He. 
Rule ~.o If £ ~ °~s, and if x~X~,+~-V,.~ for some ,~<x, remove £ from pocket 
O at stage s + 1, and place i above hold /~2. 
l~de  1~ If x e O~, then x ~ Q+I ,  unless x is remow~d at stage s + t under R .  or 
Rule R A. 
In Section 5.4 we shall give Rules R:o and Rxl which tell when x ~ i~ may be 
removed from pocket P at stage s4  1 in ca,,~e x~ U~.~+t - U,~, or () ,~ 0~+v Rules 
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1~9, l~o, l~t ,  for pockets O and P are simil ~r, except hat in Rule 1~ 9 there is no 
reference to Rule R,~, 
Rule RIa. If x t~ P~ then .: ~. P~+a unless x is : emoved from P at stage s + 1 by Rule 
RA, Rz, R~o, or Rta. If x is removed at sta::e s+ 1 by Rz, Rxo, or RH and x last 
entered P at stage t<~s, then at stage .~ + 1, x is placed above hole /-/3 if 
v(s + 1, x, x )= v(t, x, x), and above hole H~ otherwise. When x is removed from 
pocket P, the assignment of its current ma ker F i is cancelled. 
Rnle R~z is similar except that reference; to RA and Fj are omitted. 
Rule Ras. If ~'t the end of stage s, x is on aly of the tracks Co, (?2, C3, C~. C5, D~, 
place x at stage s + 1 on the next track or 1 ocket in the downward irection (the 
direction of the arrows). 
Le~ama 5.2. Stream C cr-exactly cotters an; sweam X of M and ~ -c-exactly dual 
cov.e~ any stream X of i~f. 
Plroof, By Rules R~ and RT, the only chan~ e in full e-state of x during a play (as 
defined in Section 4.2) is under R3 or R~, ir which case the enumeration is only in 
V, for certain ~ Accordir,,g to case 4 of the construction, the only enumeration of
x ir~ U, while x is in M occurs when x is i~ a pocket. If this pocket is P, then by 
Rule R~2, x must go to hole Hz when it le~ :es P. Thus, any element x on a track 
X of M at stage s must have been on t:ack C at some stage t<~s such that 
or(s, x, x) = or(t, x, x) and "r(t, x, x) c ~r(s, x, ~ ), namely, u(s, x, x) ~<" v(t, x, x). (The 
only exception is track X = Co in which cas ~ x was on track C0 at stage t-- l with 
v(t - 1, x, x) = ~,(t, x, x).) The case of Can ,  i .~ is entirely dual. 
Lenlma 5.3. Each elemem x (2) re-enters the surface of M (t(4) at most finitely 
often. 
Proof. Consider an element x of M. (Thi: case of 2 e ~I is similar.) If x enters 
Ut (= A), x is removed from M under R,x and x never returns. Otherwise, x is 
eventually placed above, and enters the su~ face of M from, hole H~ at most once 
(during step 1 of case 4(a) of the constructi~,n). Suppose x is placed above hole H~ 
at s:age s + t. Then x ¢7 P., or Q,. If x ~ Q,,- Q~l ,  then v(s + 1, x, x) ~ v(s, x, x) by 
RUl~ Rg, which can happen only finitely often. Similarly, if x 
P, -P~+~. v(s + 1, x, x) ~ ~,(t, x, x) by Rule ~z  where t is the last stage before s 
that x entered P, Thus x can be placed z ;~3ove hole H2 only finitely often. If x 
is placed above hole H3, x can only re-et ter M from pocket O and hence via 
hole H2. 
Lcm~a 5.4. Each element x (2) is in so: ~e poc?ket for co[initely many stages or 
x~ U~ t=A) .  
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~rooi. By Lemma 5.3, each element x re-ente~'s only finitely often. Once x is on 
t~e surface of M it wilt reach a pocket by. the co~ ....... ~*;on~.~. The c~aly possible 
obstacle then is fc*r x t¢ remain above a hole cofinitely often. Choose n,,)' stage s 
st.ch that x is above a hole. At stage s, only finitely many elements are in Ms. By 
L~mma 5.3. each of t!~e elements besides x can generate only finitely many 
moves; eventuall~ x will be the x of case 2 of the construction and will re-enter 
tl:e surface of M, or x will be enumerated in U~. 
5 3. The sequence ~f~ and the row function r(s, v) 
In Definition 5.1, we define unifi~rmly'recursively in s a sequence 5g, of full 
states which con'tains each full j-state, j<s ,  e~actly once. (~fis is the same 
d~.'finition as in [33].) 
Definition S.1. (a) If u~, vz~Sg~, we write v~<<~v~ if vx precedes vz in the 
s~ quence ~s- 
(b) Let ~f0 = {v-l}. Given 5g~, defne 
5g2+1 ={v: v~ and (~v')[v<~v ' and [v'efCs+l(C) or 1,'eS°~+I(D)]]}. 
1 2 Define ~+~ = Xs -~/'~÷~. Let ~/'3+t be the sequence of all full s-states arranged in 
so,me effective order (uniformly in s) such that v' = (s, or', 1") precedes v = (s, or, r) 
if T '= r or if r = ~' and cr'~cr. Let X~+~ denote the sequence which ~s the 
~+~,~f~+~, and in that order, where concatenation of the sequences ~ 2 a ~S+I  
1 2 Yr.,+1, 5¢~÷x have the orderings induced by ~<ff. 
(c) Define a recursive function (row function) r(s, v) as follows: 
r (0, v_l) = 1, r(0, v) is undefined if ~ ~ v_i; 
r ( s+Lv)=r (s ,v )  if ve~]+l ;  
r(s + 1, v) -- max{r(s, v'): r(s, v') is defined}+ k 
if, 2 3 ve~+~ Ll~s+~ and is tbe kth such in 
the ordering ~<~+1; 
r(s÷ 1, v) is t'mdefined if v¢~fs+l. 
(d) Let ~fo, denote those v which are in 5g~÷~, for only finitely many s. 
(e) ~," is the unique v such that (~s)[r(s, v) = k]. 
Think of the list ~s as a list of full j-states, j < s, each occupying a row. At stage 
s + 1, certain full j-states (those in ~2÷.) are reset; i.e., they are removed from the 
list and placed on 'fresh' rows below the list ~, .  Also at stage s+ 1, the full 
s-states are added to ~/'~+1 in fresh rows below 2 Y{s+z. In this pictttre, r(s, v) is the 
number of the row which v occupies in ~/'s. Note that veY{,~ iff lim~r(s, v) exists. 
Also note that r(s, v)~ r(s, v') iff v <~ v'. Each row k will eventually be occupied 
by some v, which we deonte by v k. This v will either remain in row k forever or 
move to a new row in which case no other u' ~ v k ever occupies row k. 
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If S¢ is a sequence of full e-states, ~ve s:y vo is maximal with respect o 90 if 
(¥v) [ [v~i .o .  and Vo<~'v]:~v = ~]. 
In [33] we easily proved the following h minas: 
Lemma S.$ ([33, Lemma 5.1). For all e-s:,ates cr or', .: and all s>e,  
~' =_ o '~ E(E, o-', ~-) ~ (e, o', ~')]. 
Lemma 5.6 ([33], Lemma 5.2). For all v, ~e~Y,o iff v is maximal with respect o 
5e(D). 
5.4. The functions (l(s, v), p(s, v); the Rule ; R2, Rl0, Rtl and the markers F~k.~,~, 
Let P~, Q,  M~ (ibm, (),,/~/~) denote the set of elements in pocket P, pocket Q, 
machine M (/b, ¢), ~ at the end of stage .. 
Definition S.2. Define (in increasing orde-' of -<) a function t~(s, v) by ~(s, v)= 
/~ e O~ such that 
(1) v<~ v(s, y, 9), 
(2) ~l(s, v') ~ ~ for any v '< v. 
If 9 does not exist, then O(s, v) is undefined. 
Clearly, if 9 ~ ¢)~, ~ = ~(s, v) for some ~ Roughly, the goal of Rule R2 is to 
define a function p(s, v) with values in P~ so that if ~(v)=lim~t](s, v) and 
p(v)=lim~p(s, v), then t](v)---> p(v) is tht intended piece of the function t~ -1 
mapping 0 to P. The major difficulty is thtt p(v) will not necessarily exist even if 
¢](v) does. In this case, we will tUJ to arrange that O(v') exists for only fini'ely 
many v'>-v, thereby enabling us to const:uct at least a finite-to-one map. Our 
major concern is to control the cases in wh ich p(s, v) becomes undefined infinitely 
ofte~ for a fixed v. 
Definition S.3. If x ~/~ and v is a full e-'. tate such that v<~ v(s, x, x), the v-rank 
of x at stage s, denoted p(s, v, x), is the minimum of the set {r(s, v'): v~< v'~< 
v(s, x, x)}. 
Rule R2, which governs the selection o:: p(s, v), will depend on the function p 
defined above as well as certain markers F ~.~.v,,. Rule R2 will choose p(s, v) so that 
the value p(s, v, p(s, v)) is as small as pos.sibte. (The reason for this measure of 
'desirability' of candidates for p(s, v) is no~: obvious but will come out in the proof 
of Lemma 6.1.) The marker F~k.~,,~ will ~e used to prevent p(s, v) from being 
enumerated into A infinitely often where 
k = p(s, v, p(s, v)) and l = (U.t)~¢v'< v)[~(/, v') = ~(v')]. 
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Recall that v k is the unique v such that (3s)[r(s, v) = k]. For each k, I E N, form 
triples (k, l, v) where v< v k. Linearly order these triples by 
(k, l, v )<(k ' ,  l', v') if 2k3 * <2k'3 *'
or 
k = k', l = l' and v< v'. 
We suppose that these triples have been put in I -1 order preserving correspon- 
dence with N and we denote the integer corresponding to (k, l, v) also by (k, I, v). 
When an dement  x enters pocket P 0,ecessarily by Rule R2) we assign a certain 
marker F<k.,.~) to it. That marker emains assigned to x until x leaves pocket P, at 
which time the assignment is cancelled. 
Rule R2. Suppose that element x enters track D at stage s. Let r '  be the first v 
(in the ordering <)  such that: 
(i) v<<, v(s, x, x); 
(ii) ~(s, v) is defined; and 
(iii) either p(s, v) is undefined, or 
O(s, v,x~<o(s,  v, p(s, v)). 
If v' fails to exist, place x on track Dt at stage s + 1. If v' exists, then at stage 
s+l :  
(a) define p(s + 1, v') = x, place x in pocket P;  
(b) remove from P all elements p(s, v") such that v'< v"; 
(c) assign the marker F<v.t.,,) to x where 
k =p(s, v ' ,x)  and l=(Ixt)(Vz) . . . . .  Od v~ v')[~(s, v)=/~(z, v)], 
l la le Rio. (a) If x = p(s, v) ~ P~ for some v such that [vt = e, and if .~ is enumerated 
in W, at stage s-~-I for some n, l<n~e,  but x~U,~,  then at stage s+l  
enumerate x in U, and remove x from pocket P. 
(b) If the above hypotheses hold except hat n > e > 1, then leave x in pocket P 
and go to stage s + 2. 
(c) If x = p(s, v)e P~ and x is removed from P at stage s + 1 under either Rule 
Rio(a) or RA, then all elements p(s, v'), v.< v', are also removed from pocket P at 
stage s + 1. 
Rule Rlt .  If O(s, v )~O(s+l ,  v) or ~(s+l ,  v) is undefined, then remove from 
pocket P at stage s + 1 all p(s, v') such that 3, ~ v'. 
Note that by Rule R12, x is removed from pocket P only if Rule RA, R2, R,o or 
Rl l  applies to x, in which case x is moved according to Rule R12. Rules 
1~2, I~1o, t~H, the pockets 1 b and Q, and the functions 1~ and q ~tre duals to the 
above except that the markers F(k.t.~ and references to Rule RA are omitted. 
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and 
Note that these rules guarantee: 
p(s, u) def ined~(s ,  ,) defined, 
p(s, v) def ined~ (W/)[v '< , ,~  p(s, ~'~ defined], 
[p(s + 1, .)  ¢ p(s, v) Or ~(s + 1, .)  ¢ i(s, v)] 




Note that by Rule R2 some marker F<k.z.~, is assigned to an element x precisely 
when x enters pocket P. That assignment r~ mains unchanged while x remains in 
P, but the assignment is cancelled by Rule R12 whet. (if ever) x leaves P, say at 
stage s + 1. This cancellation results in an !njury (in the sense of Section 2) to 
F<~,~> unless x is enumerated in U~ (= A) t y the end of stage s + 2. The point is 
that if x is removed from P at stage s + 1 ty  Rule Rw(a), then by case 2 of the 
construction, x is immediately processed at., rage s + 2 and is either enumerated in
Ua or drops to the surface of M. This pla?s a crucial role in the proof later of 
Lemma 6.1. 
De l ln i~n 5.4. If the assignment of marker F i to x is cancelled at stage s + 1 (so 
x E P~ -P~+x), then marker F i is injured at, rage s+ 1 unless x ~ Uu~+2. 
Note that if x enters P at stage s + 1, sa3 x = p(s + 1, v), then x is assigned by 
Rule R2(c) some marker F~k.t.~> where k =~,(s+l ,  v,x). While x remaius in P at 
stages t> s, p(t, v, x) could change if either (1) x E U,., - U,.,_~ for some n > e = 
Ivl; or (2) ,,~ is reset on ~.  Rule Rio(b) pre~ents changes of type (1), and changes 
of type (2) will not bother us in Lemmas 6.7 and 6.2 which are our main concern, 
because there we can fix ] and choose t sach that for all v', if r(t, v')<~j, then 
r(t, v') = l im:(t,  s). Nevertheless, ince in general we cannot prevent changes of 
type (2), the reader should note that x in P at stage t and associated with marker 
F<~.,.> may have p(t, v, x) = k' ~ k. 
5.5. The sequences ~,  ff~ and the functions d(s, ~) and v*(s, 2) 
By induction oll s, we now define recursively, uniformly in s, sequences of full 
e-states dt~, ~, such that ./d~ c9~ ~_gg~ for ~11 s. Our main goal is to prove that D 
exactly covers 0 so that 0 sees enough 'm~:tes' to achieve the deshed piece of the 
permutation. (Here 0 can be considered a stream in the following sense: let 
5e~÷~(1))={v(s+l,e, fc):e<~x and either ~O. ,+~-O~ or ~2~O,+~f~O~ and 
v(s + 1, x, J~) # v(s, x, ~)},) We do this by in~ uring that C covers every stream ~ of 
/V/and that D r-exactly covers every stre~m that C covers. 
Definition 5.5. (a) Let .i~={v_x}. Given Y.,+x and ~ we define J4~+~ as follows. 
Let u=(e, cr, r} and suppose we have already determined whether u 'E~+I  if 
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Iv'l < e. We say v is excluded f'~'om ~+~ if one of the following conditions holds: 
Condition 1. (3v')[r(s, v') -~ r(s, v) and v 'c  X~÷l]. 
Condition 2. (3v')(3,~)[,/¢SO~(X)--5~ and I v ' l<e] ,  where ~" i.'; any stream of 
/~?* including 0.  
t~'ondiaon 3. There is a fu l l / -state v' and an element x such that 
(i) x -- p(s, v'), 
(ii) x e P, - P,+~ because ither Rule R~o(a) or RA applied to x at stage s + 1, 
(iii) x ~ UL,÷2, 
(iv) r(s, v)~>max{k, l} where k = #(s, v', x), and 
I = (wt <~ s)(Vz) . . . . .  (W,"< ~,')[~(z, v") = ~(s, v")]. 
Define v e ~+~ if v is not excluded from J,/~+~ and either v e ~,  or v ~ S/', +:(D). 
(b) Let ~+t -{v :  (3v')[v'~,a~+l and v~'v']}. 
(c) Let ~,o ={v: ve~ for almost all s}. 
(d) Let ~o ={v: ve~,  for almost all s}. 
(e) Let vl = txt[,i e/~/,]. Define 
d(s, ~) -- max{e: v(s, e, :~) ¢ 9~ and (Vt)[v~ <<- t< s ~ e <~ d[t, .i)]}. 
For other ~ and s let d(s, i )  =-1 .  (Note that limed(s, i )  exists.) 
(f) Let v*(s, 2) = [(v(s, x, :~)~.i~ and v*(~2) = lim~v*(s, .~). 
Sequences ~,dt'~,~'~ and functions d'(s, x), v*(s, x) for x e M~ are defined 
similarly to ~,  .a~, ~,  d(s, ~:) and v*(s, x) with SO(C), S°(D), and 9'(X) replaced by 
SO((7), SO(/)), and SO(X) respectively, and with the roles of tr and , interchanged 
except that there is no Condition 3 exclusion from ~'+~. All the obvious dual 
lemmas hold. Note that the functions d and d' clearly satisfy the following: 
(Vx)(as)(Vt)~,, [d(t + 1, 2) <~ d(t, ~2)], (5.4) 
(Vx)(~s)(Vt)~,,[d'(t + 1, x)<~ d'(t, x)], (5.5) 
and hence 
(Vx)[lim~d(s, fc) and lim~,t'(s, x) exist]. (5.6) 
Lenuna 5.7. Suppose thal each v e ~(,o is excluded from dt~÷ 1under Condition 2 or 
3 of Definition 5.5(a) for at most finitely many s. Then 
(i) ue~ and veso(D) i .o.~veJ/ l , , ,  
(ii) ve~ for in~nitely many s~, ,,c@,~. 
Proof. (i) Fix ve~,~. Choose t such that r(t, v')=l im/(s,  v') for all v' such that 
r(t, v') <~ r(t, v). Let j = r(r, v). Now v is never excluded from d/,+l by Condition 1 
at any stage s + 1 > t. Hence, there is some u ~ t such that v is never excluded 
from ~.~+t if s~u.  Thus ve~, ,  because veso(D)  i.o. 
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For (ii), fix vt ~_ ~ for infinitely many s. Then either v~ e ~ immediately or else 
vl ~ ,+t -~ for infinitely many s. For sucla an s, some Vze~,+~-,a~, and hence 
v2 ~-SO~+~(D), where v~ ~<~v2. Choose any ~'3 ~ S°(D) i.o. where v, ~ v3, and v3 is 
maximal with respect to SO(D). By part (:t, v3¢.a~, and hence vt~ga,~, thereby 
proving Lemma 5.7. 
We now give some intuition as to these lists. First, X ,  is simply the maximal 
full e-states of SO(D) with respect to q-exact covering. ,a,~, except for the 
complications of Conditions (2) and (3) of Definition 5.5(a), is an approximation 
to those states in YZ',~ which appear infi:~itely often on 5¢(D), Thus O,o is a 
recursive approximation to those full e-sta :es that D r-exactly covers. If we knew 
the full e-states that D does in fact r-exectly cover, we could guarantee that 
r-exactly covered t),o by only enumeratin~ elements of ~ into these states. As it 
is, v*(s, i )  is simply a 'guess' as to the 1 ~rg~st initial segment of v(s, x, 2) which D 
"r-exactly covers. 
Condition 2 in Definition 5.5(a) is a technical device necessary to prove 
Lemma 5.14. Condition 3, on the other h:~nd, is a crucial difference between this 
construction and [33]. It asserts that if an .zlement t~(s, v') with 'priority' l has an 
apparent mate :: = p(s, v') of 'rank' k anti x is enumerated into U, (= A), then 
every v of lower priority, i.e., r(s, v)~ ma~(k, l}, is excluded from ~,+l .  This extre 
exclusion is necessary in the p~oof of Lemma 6.1, but Lemma 6.2 shows that any 
v ~ Y(,o is excluded under Condition 3 at ~ost finitely often° 
5.6. The sequence ~, gate G1 and Rule ?¢.3 
The next rule, Rule R3, determines wh~ happens 'when an element x arrives at 
gate G1. Here the element x may be enumerated in certain sets Q,. The purpose 
of this rule is to insure that D T-exactly covers any stream X which C covers. In 
the next rule and associated lemmas, 5_' (~)  ranges over :my proper track of 
M (~I), i.e., not Q (0).  
Rule R3 involves a certain r.e. sequmce Y£ of full e-states, which is the 
concatenation of the finite sequences ~,  s ~ N, defined as follows. Y(~ = 0 unless 
there is some track .~ of ,~, some element .9~ on track X at stage s, and some full 
et-state vt such that 
via ~1, in which case ~', consists of the fallowing full el-states (in some effective 
order uniformly in s): 
{v: (at)~,[~le~Q, and v(t, el, Yl ~<'v]}. 
Once added to ~,  a given v is never removed from M or altered in position, 
although it may later be checked durirg an application of Rule R3. Let 9~,~, 
denote the sequence of elements added :o ~ by the end of stage s. 
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little R3. Suppose an element x enters track C~ at stage s. Let Vo = (x, tro, to) 
denote v(s, x, x). Let vl = (et, trl, ~t) be the first member v = (e, tr, ~-) ~ ~,~, such 
that: 
(i) v has not be~n checked by the end of stage s; 
(ii) e ~< x; and 
(iii) v<~'[Vo], (i.e., o'=[O'o],, and ~'~-[ro~). 
If vt exists, then at stage s+l  check Vl, enumerate x in Q,~+~ for each n<---e~ 
such that n ~ ,~ - ~'o (so that v(s + 1, el, x) = vx), and place x on track (73. If v~ fails 
to exist, then at stage s + 1 place x on track (7,, and lee v(s + 1, x, x) = v(s, x, x). 
Rule [13. Same as Rule R3, but with C1, C3, C4, t~, V,,,, '~' replaced by 
C~, C3, C4, C, On, and ~ '  (which is defined in the analogous way using @'~ and 
SO~(X)), and with the roles of tr and ~- interchanged. 
We shall later prove that each v may be added to ~, at most finitely often. 
Thus, the following lemma will show that the enumeration under Rule R~ above 
has been sufficiently restrained so that ~ dual covers C3. The proofs of these 
lemmas are exactly the same as [33, Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5]. Let ~(X)= 
{v: v~ ~e(X)&lvl <-e}. 
Lenunas 5.~. Fix e. If  each v such that Ivl<e is added to ~ at most finitely often, 
t~en (7 dual covers SO'(C3). 
I ,~ma 5.9. Fix e. I f  each v such that Ivl<e is added to X" at mest Jinitely often, 
then C covers SO'(Ca). 
The purpose of Rule R3 is to allow sufficient enumeration atGa~e G~ to yield: 
Lemmz $.10. I f  g is any stream of 1(4, and C covers S~(~), then D ¢-exactly covers 
So(R). 
Proof. Fix a stream g of /~, and assume for a contradiction that some vt 
S°(R) i.o. and C covers vl but no v ~ S°(D)i.o., for vt ~<~v. Let vt = (e, or1, ~t). 
Then there exists s' such that no v is added to SO(D) at any stage s ~>s' if 
vt ~<" [v],. Choose e '~ > e and e'>lvt for any v ~ S°(D) such that v,. ~<* [ v]~. Replac- 
ing vl by some extension of length e' if necessary we may assume that vte  SO(g) 
i.o., C covers v:, and 
(V,,)[vl _<T [v], ~ v¢ SO(D)]. (5.7) 
By (5.7), v t6~s for any so Thus, by the definition of ~,  each v~ ~e i.o. if vx<~*v. 
Since C covers vt, some v2 = (e, or2, ~'o)~ SO(C) i.o. (and hence v2E S°(C1) i.o.) 
where cr2~crt and ,oC_'rl. Furthermore, v leSo , (g ) -~ for infinitely many s 
imFlies that v3 = (e, cr 2, Ta) ~ ~ i.o. 
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Now v~ <~* v3, and thus by (5.7) v a ~ 5¢(D). Hence, v3 ~ 5°(C~) and v3 once added 
to ~'~ is never checked under Rule R3. CTnoc se So such that no v preceding v3 on 
the sequence ~tf is checked at any stage s ~ s .  Choose st >~ So such tha*. some x ~> e
enters track C~ at stage s~, where v(st, e, x)= 1,2=<e, cr~. ~(0. But ~,o~_Z~, and 
hence at stage s+ 1 by Rule R3, 1,3 = (e, cr 2, T,) is checked, and x is placed on track 
Ca with v(sx + 1, e, x) = v3, contrary to (5.7) 
5.Z Rule R ,  and the key I;emma 5.14 
The next Rule 1~ determines enumeratior of eleraents ~into sets 0 ,  when ~ is 
in pocket 0. Rule R, and the corresponding lemmas aze entirely dual and will be 
omitted. 
Rule ~.  Suppose that element :~ is in pt.cket ~ at the end of step 1 of the 
construction at stage s + 1. Then ~ remains in O through the end of stage s + 1. 
Furthermore, ~'(s + 1, x, .~) = T(s, x, ~) else ~ was removed from Q under Rule 1~ 
during step 1 of the construction. 
Case 1. If v*(s, .~) ~ ~a~, do nothing. 
Case 2. Otherwise perform the following enumeration on ~2. Let b~,,(D) 
denote the sequence which is the conc'~tenation f the sequences {S°,(D): u ~< t}. 
Let v'(s+ 1) =(d, a' ,  ~') denote v*(s, Y:). Dtfine 
ff'~+t ={u: v~.~ and v ' ( s+ l )~ '~! .  
Note that v'(s+ 1)¢~,  and thus ~',+x ~0, by the definitions of ~ and d. 
Furthermo:ce, for each v E ~,  v ~ Sa.~, (D). Define v"(s + 1) = (d, <r", ~r) to be the 
last v on the sequel,co ~(D)  such that v ~ if,+1- Enumerate ~2 in 0,.,+~ for each 
n ~ o "~ - -  o "~. 
Hence, in either case, 
v(s + 1, d, :~) = v"(s + 1) e.as. 
(This Rule 1~ is a combination of the old ~.ules 1~ and t~s of [33]. There is now 
no Rule 4s, although we have kept the m iabering of rules as in [33] to avoid 
confusion.) Rule 1~ immediately yields the following lemmas. 
I~mntas S , l l .  (Vs)(V~)[~) ~ 02.1 f f  ~,(s + 1, t(s, ~). ~) ~/d~ ].
Proof. Immediate by Rule I~. 
Lemma S.12. (V~)[9 ~ 0 ,  ~ v*(~) ~,a,]. 
ProoL Fix 37 ~ (~o. By (5,6) let d =lim, d(~, ~). Choose sx such that v(s, d, ~)= 
v*(~) for all s ;~ s~. Now by Lemma 5.t 1, ~*(93 E ~,  for all s >~ sl. 
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On the other hand, Rule 1~ has not .allowed too much enumeration for we shall 
now prove ~y a series of lemmas that C covers any stream ~ of M. The 
hypothesis that each v~K,~ is excluded from .~.~ finitely often under Condition 
3 will be discharged in Section 6. 
Lemma 5.13. Assume that every v e ~f, is excluded from ~s+~ for at most finitely 
many s under Condition 3 of Delinition 5.5. Fix v~ and v~. Suppose that D 
r-exactly covers v~, and that Rule P,~ applies at infinitely many stages such that 
v'(s) = v~ and v"(s) = v2. Then D r-exactly covers v~ also. 
Proof. Fix v~ = (e, try, r~), and v2 = (e, o,2, r~) satisfying the hypotheses, and assume 
to the contrary that D fails to r-exactly cover v2. Then there exists s~ such that 
OCs)~.,,(Vv)[v2 <~'[v]~ :~ v¢ 5es(D)], 
But v"(s) = v2 for infinitely mauy s implies that r= ~ ~t, for infinitely many s, Thus, 
for some s2~s~, vz~ for all s~s2.  
On the other hand, some v3 e,~(D) i.o. where v~ ~<~va and v3 ~ ~,  becau~ D 
r-exactly covers v~. Furthermore, v3 cannot be excluded from ~,  at any s ~ s2 by 
Condition 2 else v2 is excluded from d/~ also. But v3 e~,~ implies that va is 
excluded from d~ at most finitely often under Conditions 1 or 3. Thus v3 e ~,,  
because va e SO(D) i.o. Furthermore, v _ ~ 5e(D) i.o. implies that for almost all s, 
some occurrence of vs follows the last occurrence of v~ on the sequence 5~,,~(D). 
Thus, for almost all s if v'(s)= ~,~ under Rule /~,, we prefer va to v2 in the 
definition of v"(s), contrary to hypothesis. 
Along with Lemma 5.11, the following lemma is crucial in Section 6 because it
implies that for every e there are only finitely many elements 9~/~/such that 
Iv*(~))l< e, and hence almost every element 9 will have to respect he correspon- 
dences Lie ~ 0r apd ~', ~-~ V, in choosing a preimage x e M. The main idea in the 
proof of Lemma 5.14 is that when some vx eSCs(X)-~,, we do two things. First 
we exclude from .~s+~ under Condition 2 all v of length >ca = I,,d, which causes 
d(s+ i, 9)~ex. Secondly, we add to ~s all v2 such that vt~v2 which tends to 
force D to r-exactly cover v~ ff C covers vx. These two features enable us to 
apply Lemma 5.13. 
Lemma 5.14. Assume that every v e ~ is excluded from ~ts+~ for at most tinitely 
many s under Condition 3 of Definition 5.5(a). For each track X of M (f~ of/Q) 
and each v, 
(i) v~SC(,Y) i .o .=>v~,  and 
(ii) v~6e(X) i .o .=>v~' .  
Proof, The proof is by induction on the length of v. Fix e and assume (i) and (ii) 
for all v such that Iv] < e. It suffices to prove (i) for all v of ~ength e since (ii) is 
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dual. By inductive hypotheses (ii) for v of length <e, each v of !ength <e is added 
to ~ '  enly finitely often. Thus, by Lemm;~ 5.9, 
C covers ~(~3), (5.8) 
Now by inductive hypothesis (i), each v ~f length e is excluded from dt~+l under 
Condition 2 of Definition 5.5(a) for at mo,~t finitely many s. Thus, by the proof of 
Lemma 5.7(i) we have for every v of len:;~h e, 
v~fe(D)i .o,  and vE~f ,~v~a,~ (5.9) 
and 
v ,=- ~, for infinitely many s ::> v ~ ,cir, (5.10) 
Now assume for a contradiction that far some ,~ and v ,  v le~(X) i .o . ,  but 
vt 6~.  Let vl = (e, o"1, rt) with ~r t minimal for e, and r~ minimal for e arm ~rl. By 
(5.10), vt ~,¢~s for finitely mz ly  s, and thts 
vl E 5e~(~) -~ for infinitely Ies ay s. (5.11) 
But for each such s of (5.11), all v' of lelgth >e are excluded from ,4/,+ under 
Condition 2 and hence 
v ~ .a~ ~ Iv I ~<e. (5.12) 
Now choose infinitely many elements ~j, ] ¢ N, and corresponding states s i + 1 
such that for all ] ¢ N, 
vt = v(sj + 1, ~j) # v(s i, e, ~j). (5.13) 
Note that s i exists because v(v i, e, Yi)= (e ¢, O)e ~,o, where Yi enters h~I at stage 
v~. For each ] e N, define the finite seque ace of full e-stateb, 
~i = {v: (3s)[vf <~ s ~< si + 1 and v = v(s, e, ~)]}. 
Let ff be the concatenation of {$' i : je N}. Clearly, v le$- i .o . ,  Now if some 
v~' i .o . ,  then from (5.11) and the defin don of ~,  note that v'~ ~ i .o .  for all v' 
such that v<~'~v '. From this and Rule R~ we have 
ve  ~ i .o .  and (5.14) 
But v16~,~, and thus by (5.10), v19~, for infi~itely many s, so D fails to 
r-exactly cover v~. Thus, by (5.14) we !, ave, 
C does not coy, (5.15) 
On the other hand, we get a contradicti m from (5.15) by pro'Ang that 
C covers tr, (5.16) 
and afort ior i  that 
C covers v~. (5.17) 
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Fcrst note that by the m~nimality of cr~ and rt above, we have 
ve f f i .o ,  and vC=vx~v~g~,,, (5.18) 
ano thus 
(a.e. i)(vs),,~[a(s, 9~) .~ e], (5.19) 
by the definition of d(s, Y) [rom ~,  by (5.18) and by induction on t for v~ ~ t<~s~, 
where v i = (/xt)[~j ~/~/,]. 
Assume for a contradiction that (5.16) fails, and choose vo = (e, Cro, to) ~uch that 
Vo~ 8" i.o. but C does not cover to, (5.20) 
where cr 0 and r0 are minimal. Choose an infinite set J and stages tj + 1 ~ s~ + 1 such 
that 
(V j ~ J)[vo = v(t~ + 1, e, ~) # ,,(~, e, 9~)]. (5.21) 
(Of course, 6 + 1 > v i since C covers C.0.) By the minlmality of (to, ro and by 
(5.21), 
C covers the sequence {v(t l, e, 9~): j e J}. (5.22) 
Now by (5.20), (5.21), (5.22), and Rule 1~, for almost all" j ~ J, either Rule ~3 or 
15,4 applies to Yi at stage tj + 1. By (5.20) and (5.8), R3 applies for at most finitely 
~any j e J. 
Thus, for almost all j ~ J, Rule I~ applies to ~ at stage 6 + 1, with Vo< v"(t~ + 1) 
by (5.19). However, vl/~[Vo]__q{Vo} for almost all s by (5.12) and the fact that D 
cannot r-exactly cover Vo. Hence, v"(ti+l)=t,o for almost all j~J .  Fix any v' 
such that t,~ = v'(t i + 1) in Rule 1~ for infinitely many j ~ .!. By (5.22). C covers v~, 
and thus by (5.14), D ~'-exactly covers v~. Thus, by Lemma 5.13, D r-exactly 
covers v0, and therefore C covers v 0 contrary to (5.20). 
The main technical device not found in [33] for dealing with the case where 
elements are removed from M is embodied in the extra exclusion from ~ under 
Condition 3 of Definition 5.5 and the assignment and motion of the markers 
which prevent oo much d/ exclusion. This device was first used to prove the 
present heorem. Then Stob used the device in a different way in his automorph- 
ism theorem [39, 40]. His Condition 3 exclusion from ~ is essentially the same, 
but the assignment and motion of his markers is quite different. This paper and 
Stob's were written approximately simultaneously stressing those parts which 
were similar to each other and to [33] so as to develop a common framework for 
these automorphism arguments, analogous to the framework for the infinite injury 
priority method [34]. 
6. ~ever i f i ca~n 
6.1. The Finiteness Lemma 
The next lemma is crucial for constructing the permutation from fi, to N. The 
statement is the same as in [24, Lemma 6. i], but the proof is more complicated 
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than before because an element x = p(s, ~ ~) may now enter A thereby leaving M. 
If ~(Vo)=lim~O(s, Vo) exists (i.e., Vo is right stable). Out p(vo) does not (vo is le/t 
unstable), we wish to arrange that ~(v) ~ ~ists for only finitely many v~ Vo, (i.e., 
(~[Vo] is finite). "[his is done by arra~,!,ing that ~o(vo] is finite since if ~e 
(}, v*(s, 9)¢ d~,. As in [33], Condition 1 ~::xdusion handles the case where p(s, Vo) 
becomes undefined due to changes in Ii, o-state. Condition 3 and ~:he definition of 
x' in case 2 of the construction hande the case in which p(s, 1:o) becomes 
undefined because p(s, Vo) enters A. 
[ ,emma 6.1 (Fh;iteness Lemma). Fix Vo and suppose that 
(i) ~ v< Vo)[lim~p(s, v) exists], 
(ii) 0¢ v<~ Vo)Oim~(s, v) exists], and 
(iii) lim,p(s, Vo) does not exist. 
Then ~o,[Vo] is finite. 
Proof, Sup,rose that vo = (eo, ~ro, *o) and ~t  so be a stage such that 
0¢ v< Vo)[p(so, 1,)= p(v)] (6.1') 
and 
(V v< v,~)[,~(so, v)= ~(v)]. (6.2) 
We show that, if vl ~ ~, , [Vo]- .~, , -  t[vo~ for some st > So and r(sl, vl) ~ So, then 
vl is excluded from .a,+t for some stage t Est .  (This clearly implies that ./~o,[Vo] is 
finite since .a~[ve]~t~[vo]Ll{v:  r(So, v),:: So}.) If vt is never excluded from .,R,+I 
for t ~ st by Condition 1 of Definition 5 5, then it must bo the case that 
lim,r(s, v) = r(st, v) (6.3) 
for all v such that r(st, v) ~ r(st, vx). 
Since vtE~,,- J , / , , - -1,  some element ~ is on track D at stage s1 in state 
v(s~, x, x) such that 
vo< vt < v(st, x, x). 
By Rule R2, x is preferred as p(st+ 1, vo unless p(si, Vo, p(st, vo))<~r(st, v0. Let 
kl = r(sl, vt). Thus, in any case, 
p(st + 1, Vo, p(st + 1, Vo)) <~ r(st + t, vl) = kl. (6.4) 
Now by Rule Rx2, p(s, Vo)=p(s+l ,  v3) unless Rule R2, Rto, Rtt, ox RA re- 
moves p(s, Vo) from P. Now at a stage s :- So, Rule R~o(c) cannot apply to p(s, Vo) 
by (6.1), and Rule Rtt cannot apply to t(s, vo) by (6.2). (Ru:~ Rto(b), of course, 
never removes p(s, Vo).) Suppose Rule R: is used to replace p(s, vo) at some stage 
s2+ 1 > s~ + 1 before any other rules rem,~ve p(s, vo). Then it follows by induction 
on stages s, st+ l <~s~s2, that 
O(S~, vo, p(s2, v~)) = O(s~ + 1, v~, ?'(st + 1, Vo)) ~< kl. (6.5) 
This follows by (63),  (6.4) and the f~ct that p(s.:, vo)=p(s t+ l ,  Vo) does not 
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change in e-state for e = lVol while in pocket P. By (6.1), p(s:, vo) is removed only 
because Rule R2 prefers p(s2+ 1, v o) and hence, 
p(s2, Vo. p(s~ + 1, Vo)) < #(s~, vo, p(s~, Vo)) ~< kl. (6.6) 
Thus, by induction on stages s > s~, p(s, Vo, p(s, 1,o)) decreases with each applica- 
tion of Rule R2 on p(s, v o) so long as no other rule applies to p(s, Vo), 
But then since lim@(s, vo) fails to exist, there must be a stage s + 1 > s~ + 1 at 
which either Re, or Rio(a) first removes p(s, vo) from P. Let x = p(s, vo), k2 = 
p(s, Vo, x), and v 2 be such that r(s, v2) = kz. Note that k2<~ k~. If Rule RA applies 
to x at stage s+l ,  then x~U~.~+~ so any v such that r(s,v)>~max{k2, so} is 
excluded from dt~+~ under Condition 3 of Definition 5.4. In particular, v~ is 
excluded since r(s, vl) = r(sl, vl) = kl ~max{kz, So}. 
If l~ale R~o(a) applies to x at stage s + 1 then x is placed above hole/-/2 by Rule 
Rt2 since v2 <~v3= v(s+ 1, e, x) where e = Iv2[. Now by the definition of x' in case 
2 of the construction, x '=  x, and x is immediately processed at stage s + 2, and 
either: (1) x is enumerated in U~,~: in which case vt is excluded under Condition 
3 just as if RA had applied to x at stage s + 1 ; or (2) x enters track C at stage s + 2 
in which case v 2 is rese~ on bY at stage s+2,  because v2<~v3 = v(s+2,  e, x), so 
r(s +2, v2)> r(s + 1, v2) contrary to (6.3). 
6.2. Finitely much exclusion from d~ under Condition 3 
In order to prove l_emma 6.1 it was necessary to alter the construction by 
adding extra exclusion from .~÷~ under Condition 3. We now prove that every 
v~f ,o  is excluded under Condition 3 at most finitely often. This witl discharge 
the extra hypothesis of Lemmas 5.7, 5.13 and the crucial Lemma 5.1~,. Condition 
3 exclusion works roughly as follows. Wh~n an element x enters pocket P and 
becomes p(s, Vo), it is assigned a marker F~k.~,~,o> under Rule R2. Condition 3 
exclusion applies only to those v such if, at r(t, v)>~max{k, l}, and x leaves P at 
stage t + 1 and enters A (i.e., x ~ Ux..+2). However, our oracle procedure of case 2 
of the construction guarantees that this can happen only finitely often for a fixed 
k, t, and v0, because x was enumerated in the set Z~k.~,,,o> at some stage u < t 
corresponding to marker F~k,~.~a before x was released from hole H2 to enter P. 
The latter occurred only if the oracle function h for .,~ 'permkted' in the sense 
that h(8(], u), t) = 1 where ] = (k, I, v), and t is as in (4.2). 
Lemma 6.2. Every Vo~,~ is excluded from dt~+~ for at most finiteiy many s under 
Condition 3 of Definition 5.5. 
Proot. Let v k denote the unique v such that r(s, v)= k for some s. Fix Voeby,o. 
Choose So such that if ] = r(so, Vo), then 
(Vv)[r(so, u) < j ~ r(so, v) = lim,r(s, v)]. (6.7) 
If Rule R:o(a) applies to some x = p(s, v) at some stage s + 1 > so, then by case 2 
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of the construction either x e UL~:,  in wt~ich case for notational convenience we 
say Rule R~o(a) applies to x, or else x is placed on track C at stag~ s+2,  in which 
eas,~ we say Rule R~o(a) applies to x. Cl~il~X of R~'o(a) as roughly equivalent to RA 
and Rio(a) as the usual R~o(a).) In the latter case, if k = O(s, u, p(s, v)), then 
v~ e.~'~+2 and hence r(s+2, vk)>r(s,  v k) Hence, by (6.7), Rule R~o(a) cannot 
apply at stage s+ l>s0  to any x =p(s, v) such that O(s, v, p(s, v))<~]. 
Now suppose for a reductio ad absurc am that Vo is excluded infinitely often 
from d~+~ under Condition 3. Then by Definition 5.5 there is some v~ of minimal 
length sucl~ that 
] ~ l = (I~s)(V v~< vl)[~(~; s) = ~(~)] (6.8) 
and 
(3 k ~])(:l~'s)[either Rule R~o(a) or RA removes p(s, vl) from I 9 at 
stage s + 1, and p( ~, v~, p(s, u0) = to]. (6.9) 
Choose s~ >max{so, l} sueb that if x = p~s, va) for s >t s~, then x last entered P at 
some stage >so. Consider any element x = p(s, va), s > sl, to which (6.9) applies, 
and which last entered P at some stage u > so. Then some marker F(v,~,~o was 
assigned to x at stage u, where k '=  0(u, v ,  x). Now by (6.7), Rule Rio(b), and the 
remarks at the end of Section 5.4, O(t, v~ p(s, v0) = k' for all t, u~t~s ,  so k '=  k 
by (6.5). Hence, by assuming s~s~ fror~ now on, we may assume in (6.9) that 
p(s, Vl) is associated with marker F~k. ~,,,: at stage s. 
Now by Rule R~2, any element p(s, v)=_ P~ can be removed from P only by an 
application of Rule RA, R~, R~o, or R~. By the definition of l, p(s, v~) cannot be 
removed from P by Rule RH at any s~age s+l>sx .  (Recall that Rule Rt0(b) 
never removes any element.) We now w~sh to show that p(s, vO can be removed 
only by Rule RA, R2, or R~-0(a), i.e., we must show that p(s, vx) c~nnot be 
removed by Rule Rio(C) because of action of some v2,< u~. 
Claim. (V v< t,0[linhp(s, v) exists]. 
Proof. If not, choose v2< vt of minim: length such that lim~p(s, v2) diverges. 
Choose s2~sl  such that P(S2, v)=lim~pi ,, v) for all v< v2. Now 
(3 ~ s > s2)[p(s, v2) is removed fr In P at stage s + 1]. (6.10) 
By choice of l, this removal cannot I~ under Rule R~,  and by choice of s2 it 
cannot be under Rule R10(c). Now b3 the same argument as in the proof of 
Lemma 6.1, there can be only finitel3 many removals under Rule R2 until a 
removal under either Rule Rio(a) or Rue  RA Hence, 
(3kl)(3®s > s2)[either Rule Rio(a) or RA removes p(s, v2) from P at stage 
s + 1, and p(s, v2, p(s, v2) = kt]. (6.11) 
Choose kt minimal satisfying (6.11). No~ e that k l ~< k ~< j by (5.5), (6.9), and (6.7) 
becau~ any x entering P at stage .' + 1 ~ ty~come p(t + 1, v0 was fu'st eligible to 
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become p(t+l,  v2) under Rule R 2 because v.,<vt, and therefore 
p(u, v 2, p(u, v2)) <~ p(u, vl, p(u, vO) at all stages u ;~ t during which p(u, v0 and 
,o(u, v2) remain in P. But since kl<~j, we know that R~o(a) cannot apply in (6.11) 
else v k, is reset on ~f contrary to (6.7). Hence, Rio(a) in (6.11) may be replaced by 
R~o(a). Now define 
l~ = (~s)0¢  v< v~)[~(s, v) = ~(.)]. 
Note that l~<l by the Definition 5.2 of ~(s, v) because ~(s, v~) is defined 
whenever ~(s, v~) is defined. But since kz, l~ <], (6.11) contradicts he minimality. 
of [v d for v~ satisfying (6.8) and (6.9). This completes the proof of the claim. 
It therefore follows from the claim that p(s, vt) can be removed from P at most 
fir.:itely often under Rule Rio(C). Now using this and (6.7), choose s2> st such that 
if O(s, vl, p(s, v~))<~j then p(s, v0 is not removed from P at stage s+l>s2  by 
Rule R~o(a), Rio(C), or Rll, i.e., only Rule R2, R~'o(a) or RA can remove p(s, v~) 
after stage s2. 
But there exists some k ~ j  such that v ~ is excluded from .a~+ z under Condition 
3 for infinitely many s > s2 such that 
p(s, vl, p(s, vO) = k<~j (6.12) 
and 
~(s, vl)~ P~ -Ps+l. (6.13) 
Choose k minimal satisfying (6.12) and (6.13) for infinitely many s~sz. Choose 
sa>s2 such that at no stage s+l>~sz do (6.12) and (6.13) apply for any k'<k. 
Now by the minimality of k, Rule R2 cannot apply to p(s, v~) at any stage 
s + 1 >~ s3, satisfying (6.12) and (6.13). Thus, there are infinitely many stages >~ s3 
satisfying (6.12) and (6.13) such that Rule R~-o(a) or RA applies to p(s, vt) at stage 
:; + 1. At such a stage p(s, vz) will be associated with the m~ker F~kx,.,~ because 
p(t, vt, p(s, v~)) = k for all stages t, u ~< t <~ s, where x last entered P at stage u < s 
and was assigned at stage u the marker F<k.l.~0. Now x ~ UL,+2 (so x ~ A) because 
either Rule RA or R~o(a) applies to x. 
However, marker I'~k.~,,o is not injured after stage s3. qlais is because any 
element x associated with F<k.l.~o at some stage t+ 1 >s3 becomes x = p(t+ 1, vt), 
and satisfies (6.12) for s = t+ l .  By the choice of s3, Rule R2 cannot i'emove x 
from P, nor can Rule R~o(a). Thus, the association of Ftk.~.~0 with x can only be 
,:ancelled when x is removed from P at stage s + l under Rule R A or R~o(a) in 
which case x e Uz.~+2, so this cancellation does not constitute an injury to Fck.t,.~> 
according to Definition 5.4. 
Let v be the last stage when marker F~ was unjured, where j=(k, l, v~). Let 
Woo.~ for s > v be the corresponding set of marker positions as defined in Section 
4.3. Now W00.,~ N A = 0 because ach element x associated with ~ eventually 
enters A. Hence, lim~h(O(L s), s) = 0 for j = (k,/, v:). But this contradicts he fact 
that under case 2(a) of the construction, h(O(j, t), t)= 1 for infinitely many t; 
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namely, for some t ~ s + 1 at each stage c + 1 such that x above hole Ha is released 
to the surface of the machine at stage s + 1, x later enters pocket P, and x is 
associated with marker F~. 
6.3. 7"he covering lemmas 
Using Lemma 6.2 to discharge the ilypothesis of Lemma 5.14, we can im- 
mediately prove that the rules in Sec ion 5 achieved the covering they were 
designed for. 
Lemma 6.3. C covers (?3 and C dual covers C3, 
Proof. By Lemmas 5.8.5.9, 5.14, 6.2 aad the definitions of ~f and ~". 
Lemma 6.4. 0¢e)(a.e. s)(a.e. 9)[9 e M~:~>d(s, 9)~e].  
Prom|. By l~mmas 5.14, 6 2, and Definition 5.5(d) of d(s, ~). 
Lemma 6.5. Given v~ and infinitely ma ,~y elements 9i, ] e N, such that for all ] e N 
Rule (14 applies to Yt at say stage si + l with vt < v(si + 1, Yi, 9j), then C covers vl. 
Proof. As in [33, Lemma 5.14]. 
Lemma 6.6. C covers every stream X ¢ t~4 
Proof. By Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.5. 
Lemma 6.7. D r-exactly covers every ::tream X of I~L 
ih~ot. By Lemma 6.6 and Lemma 5.1.0. 
Only Lemma 6,4 is absolutely necc'~sary for the rest of our proof but Lemmas 
6.6 and 6.7 give considerable insigh: and arc necessary for applications. For 
example, the main result of Maass [1-:,, Theorem 17], namely that two promptly 
simple semi-low sets are automorphic requires Lemma 6,6. 
It follows from Lemmas 6.7 and 5.~0 that D exactly covers Q (and hence 0,~) 
although in Section 6.4 we need a stronger property which will be guaranteed by 
Lemma 5.12. The dual to Lemma 6.1 ,s proved exactly as in [33] since there is no 
Condition 3 exclusion. There is no #ual to Demma 6.2. The obvious duals to 
Lemmas 6.3-6.7 have similar proofs. 
6.4. The pemmtation from ~, to N 
l..emma 6.8. Fix v and suppose that :here are infinitely many ~ e 0,~, i ~ N, such 
that v~ v(y~, ~j), j e  N. Then limbo(s, ,,) exists. 
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lhr~i .  By the definition of v* and Lemma 6.4 it is clear that ~,~ v*(gs) for almost 
every j. Now by Lemma 6.1, if lim~p(s, v) does not exist, then .~,[v] is finite. But 
if Yi ~ 0,~, then v*()31)e ~,o by Lemma 5A2. For any particular z,0, v*(9~) = Vo for 
only finitely many ]. This is a contradiction. 
Notice that U, =* W,, for all n > 1, because any element x e W~ is eventually 
enumerated in U, under case 4(c) of the construction unless x < n or x ~,~ 
lim~p(s, v) for some v such that n>lv[ (see Rule R~0(b)). (Note that x cannot be 
p(s, v) infinitely often without being iim~p(s, - ) because if x = p(s, v )~ p(s + 1, v), 
then x leaves pocket P. But x re-enters M at most finitely often by Lemma 5.3.) 
Notice that we are using the fact that if x ~ W~, n > 1, then g enumerates x in W~ 
at infinitely many different stages. 
In constructing the desired permutation from fix to N, our intention is to match 
Q,~ with P,~ by sending ~(v) to p(v) (and dually to match Q~ to/~,~ b~" sending 
q(~,) to /)(v)). (Note that fix is the disjoint union P~ I.J Q~ and N=~, ,  U t)~,.) 
Unfortunately, this fails if p(v) does not exist, but then Lemma 6.1 suggests a
finite--one map. 
Lemma 6.9. There are finite-one maps #l t : 0~, --* P~, and ~= :Q~, --~ ~ao, such that for 
every n 
(a) ~1(0~ n 0,)  =*i% n U,, 
(b) ¢,~(O, on v,)=*l;Ln f'., 
(c) @2(00, n 17~) =*/~ n V,, and 
l~r~[. We define tp~ since ~2 is similar. If p(v) is defined, set qf~(~(v))= p(v). If 
p(v) is unde~:~ed, let v'~< v be the maximal full e-state in t ie  ordering <~ such that 
p(v') is defined and set ffl(t~(v)) = p(v'). This map is finite-one, by Lemma 6.1 and 
Lemma 6.4, and satist~cs (a) and (b) since p(v) and t~(1 ) are in the same full 
Ivl-state. 
The map ~ is sufficient o induce an automorphism of ~*(A)  to g*. One call 
also use t~ to construct a 1-1 map ~b from fix to N using [33, Corollary 1.7, p. 
85]. 
7. Conclusion and open questions 
We have shown that if A is r.e. and ,~ is infinite and semi-low, then g* ~¢a g*, 
where ---~" denotes that the isomorphism q~:g* ~ ~g* is effective in the sense of 
Section 3.1, i.e., ~((W, nfix) = W~)  for some recursive permutation f of N. With 
a few changes in the construction and proefs, the same conclusion can be obtained 
without the hypothesis that A is r.e. (Note that if ,~ is semi-low, then fix ~<T~' SO 
fix = lim~B~ for {B~}~N a recursive sequence of recursive sets~) 
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Lachlan [8] generalized Robinson's r~ sult (Theorem 2.1) by l:,roving that if A is 
r.e. coinfinite and low2 (namely, A"~=--rO ") then A has a maximal superset. 
Bennison and Soare deri,~ed the smn~', conch-sion under the hypothesis ' f i  is 
semi-towt.s', namely 
{e: W, n f i  is infinite}~-~,, {e: lil~ is ill/nite}. 
(These two hypotheses are mutaully ine:~mparable ut each includes the case 'A is 
lowt'. ) It is an open question wheth,::r either of these hypotheses suffices in 
Theorem 1.1 in place of 'fit semi-low'. In the case of IOWa, we could not hope to 
achieve __¢n, so any proof would pre:~umably begin by working only on some 
appropriate skeleton of the r.e. sets as n [33]. A first step in this direction would 
be to prove that for any coinfinite low r.e. set A and any r.e. set B there exists 
C D_ A such that 2,¢8"(C)~.5~*(B) but fl!is is unknown even if .~*(C) is a Boolean 
algebra. 
Also interesting is the open questior~ of characterizing those coinfinite r.e. seL- 
A such that £ ,~n£, .  = . We know only' that 
f i  semi-low=~ •.* ~n ~g, ~ fi semi-lowl.s, 
(The second implication is trivial.) It seer,as unlikely that either implication can be 
reversed but this is unknown. 
These problems are also related to ',he important question of invariant degree 
classes. A class C of non-zero r.e. degYees is invariant if C = {deg(W): W~ ~} for 
some class qg ~ invariant under Aut ~. For every n ~0 define the subclasses of the 
r.e. degrees R, 
H.  ={d: de  R and d <"~ = O °' ~l~} 
L, ={d: d~R and #")cO ° '} 
where #o)=d,  and I_~ = R-L , .  Mar~in's theorem that the degrees of maximal 
sets constitute Bit shows that Hx is avariant. Lachlan [8] and Shoenfield [30] 
showed that L,. is invariant, being the :lass of coinfinite r.e. sets with no maximal 
superset. Thus, the known invariant ,:lasses are ]Lo, Bit, and ]Lz. Mart~n conjec- 
tured that among the classes ! t . ,  L ,  f~r n ~> 0, the invariant classes are precisely 
H2,+1, and 17,2,~ for all n ~0.  In particalar, it is unknown whether 1~1 is invariant. 
If so, then we must find some prope,ty invariant under Aut ~ shared by every 
coinfinite set A in any degree a E L~ but not by every set A in any degree a ~ L~. 
The property ~*( f i ) - -~  might be stch a property. If L~ is not invariant, then 
perhaps the present automorphism ~chinery could be used to show that every 
lowz r.e. set A could be carried to sonde Iow~ r.e. set B by some • ~ Aut ~g. If true 
this would imply *'* -~ ~g* for every coinfinite Iowa set. 
The ultimate goal is to find comple~.~ sets of invariants for classifying the orbits 
of r.e. sees under Aut ~. A coinfinite s~t is simple if A contains no infinite r.e. set. 
Let A aad B be low simple sets. SiI~ce their principa ~filters are isomorphic by 
Theorem 1.1, it seemed possible that A and B might be automorphic. However, 
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there is a stronger property than simplicity known as d-simplicity which is 
invariar~t under Aut ~g and which is possessed by some but not all low simple sets 
[13]. A major open question is to classify the orbits of low simple sets, and indeed 
to find complete sets of invariants for one such orbit. In [151] it is shown that 
d-simplicity (and lowness) will not suffice. A splitting property is introduced there 
and it is left open whether this property suffices. Of course, by Maass's theorem 
[14], any two promptly simple low sets are automorphic but prompt simplicity is 
not invariant under automorphisms. 
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Added in proof 
W. Maass has recently answered one of the above questions hy proving that if 
A is r.e. and ,A is infinite and semi-low1 s then ~e~ - ,~,a*  . A = ~ , thereby giving a very 
pleasing characterization of the latter property. Maass's proof uses the au- 
tomorphism method for low sets here and the methods of Bemfison-Soare [1] for 
dealing with semi-lowt.s sets. However, much more is required beyond these 
methods, and Maass's proof is innovative and technically intt'icate. Maass's paper 
will appear in the Transactions of the A.M.S. 
Next, Maass and Stob produzed an even more complieat~$ extension of the 
m~lomorphism achinery to p 'ove that if A.B.CZD are r.e. :,ets, A is a major 
subset of B (written A Gm B) ~nd C ~ D, then ~;*(J~it - A)  ~ ~'~(D - C). This ve~ 
pleasing result answered in ioug open question and extended a decision procedure 
developed in Stob's dissertation [39] building on an earlier decision procedure by 
Lachlan. The paper will appear in the Annals of Mathematical Logic. 
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